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The last issue of a volume is when I traditionally take a look at what we have achieved
over the previous 12 months. Volume 13 was not our luckiest.

Editorially the magazine remained strong. During the year we produced 230 44 pages,
86.5% of which were editorial. This is a slight increase on the previous year A noticeable
feature of the year was a high news content, which indicates there is still a lot of activity
in the QL communily 18 writers contribuied arlicles to QL Today and a further 2 wrote
letters. This is a welcome improvement on the previous year: Good and loyal though our
team of writers are, a magazine that is too heavily dependent on a handful of authors
can soon become stale. Another welcome feature has been more ernphasis on hardware
related articles.

Where we have not been lucky is in our reliability to our UK subscribers. Problems with
the UK office meant that UK readers had to wait several weeks for issue 1, and although
we were able to deliver issues 2 and 3 on time, there was no certainty we would be able
to do so. We can only apologise once again for this and say that, now Bruce Nicholls
has taken over administration and distribution of the UK copies, we can be confident that
the problems are solved.

It is traditional in this editorialfor me to say something about the Quanta Magazine and
up tillnow it has always been highly positive. This year it is more difficult.

The Quanta Magazine faced a major crisis when a newly appointed edrtor went AWOL
without producing a single issue. Quanta had to go over to an emergency publishing
schedule and at one point failed to produce an issue for almost 6 months. Some
members thought Quanta and its magazine had closed down. Others felt the quality of
the emergency issues was below standard. Unfortunately Quanta appears to have learnt
nothing from this and is now unrealistically boasting that its magazine is a'flourishing
production'.

It is not only the magazine that Quanta has attempted to improve. lt has also made a
huge effort to improve its website, but has still not masiered the art of keeping it up to
date. Are Quanta's officers making a mistake of looking too much at the mechanics of
its publications and too little at detailed editorial guidance?

As it happens at QL Today we have recently been looking at the mechanics of our publi'
cation by offering readers the chance to comment on some layout ideas we floated in

the last issue. Our thanks to those of you who did reply and especially for the compli-
ments on the content of issue 3. Most comments on the layout changes were positive,
but you had a dislike for small columns and priniing on a background.

ln this issue Quanta has responded to our ofler of 2,000 words to present their case.
Their article begins with a long list of Quanta's recent achievements, one of which is a
welcome increase in the number of committee members. My critical comments on Quan-
ta's magazine and website must not detract kom the real progress the organisation has
made in recent years, progress that QL 

-fibday 
has encouraged and regularly reported.

This increase happened because Quanta - aided by QL 
'fibday-realistically confronted

their members about the lack of a future for the organisation if the committee remained
undermanned. We wish the new and expanded committee well and hope for them that
more realism will bring more rewards.



25 YEARS CHUMP OR CHAMP?
It is one of their most remembered covers. A
chimpanzee seated behind a"black box'with the
question "Sinclair QL - Chump or Champ?'
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This is how Personal Computer World (PCW),

one of the UK's most famous computer maga-
zines, publicised its first review of the QL in June
1984. lt was a mixed review stating:
"lf everything were in place, then I would consider
this machine very seriously as a truly personal
computer but not as something to run a business
on."

25 years on, in the April 2009 issue, PCW
reprinted that review together with several other
items devoting no fewer than 11 pages to a retro
feature on the QL, including an interview with
designer David Karlin.

This was Urs K6nig's grealest success in

publicising the QL's quarter centenary, but, as he
expected, interest on the Sinclair blogs has been
very limited. At the end of March Urs reported
that 1,064 people had downloaded the Power
Point presentation he had placed on his special
QL is 25 website. A staggering 392 visitors had
downloaded the demonstration version of QPC

The web address is'
http://wnr.qlvsjaguar.homepage.bluewin.ch/

SinclaiOL_25th_anniversary_ 1 984_to_2009.htm1

Published on a much smaller scale than PCW but
no less important as a celebration of 25 QL
years, was a souvenir silver jubilee edition of the
Quanta Magazine. At B0 pages it is probably

Quanta's largest ever magazine and came with a

colour cover printed on silver card {or as one
Quanta committee wag put it,"Wrapped in tinfoil").
The magazine was filled with reminiscences kom
committee members and others, reprinls from
early QL documents, reviews of the Asus EEEPC
and ACER Aspire one, a comprehensive review
of QL, PC and Spectrum emulators and a history
of QL magazines.

The Quanta Magazine is the only QL publication
lhat can boast of being almost as old as the QL
itself. At second place in the longevity stakes, but
a long way behind the Quanta Magazine at a
youthful 13 years, is QL Today

Jochen Merz, publisher of QL Today, can also
make a unique claim to fame. He started Jochen
Merz Software on 2nd May 1984. Jochen is now



the only lrader lo have traded almost as long as
the QL has existed and he promises some special
offers to celebrate. Close second was Tony Firsh-

man who ended aclive trading last year ln recog-
nition of their services to the QL, both have been
awarded honorary life membership of Quanta.

ALL CHANCE AT QUANTA
2009 brought major changes to Quanta as the
old officers had reached the end of their 3 year

term of office. Under the Quanta constitution reti-

ring chairman, John Mason, stepped down from
the committee having served on it continuously
for six years. {ln total he has served more than 15

years on the committee.) John has also ceased
to be co-editor of
the Quanta Maga-
zine as this is a com-
mittee post.

Although in Quanta
men outnumber wo-
men by almosl 90 to
1, two of the new of-
ficers are female.
Sarah Gilpin moves
from Secretary to
Chairman and Alison
Southern takes her

Dunbar place as Secretary
John Gilph remains
Treasurer and Dan
Abbott and Dilwyn
Jones remain on
the committee.
Keith Dunbar has
been co-opted as a
committee member
to assist in the de-
velopment of the
web site.

Quanta is rapidly
becoming concen-

trated in the northern hall of lhe UK. All the new
officers are members of the Manchester
subgroup and the other committee members live
in the north. Privately lhe officers are expressing
a deep concern that, with the exception of the
London subgroup, organised Quanta activity has
all but disappeared south of Birmingham.
Financially Quanta broke even for the first time
for some years, but this was because only 3

magazines were produced in 2008 instead ol the
usual six. Had a full six issues been produced
then there would have been a loss of about

t500. Subscription income only covered about
four fifths of Quanta expenditure, and once again
Quanta was partially dependent for its financial
viability on the sale of second hand hardware on
Quanta's behalf by Rich Mellor

Quanta members should be prepared for a large
deficit and reduction in Quanta's capital during
2009. This is because of the large number of
issues of the Quanta Magazine, possibly as many
as 9, to be produced during the year and the
heavy costs of the quarter centenary celebra-
tions.
At the end of 2008 Quanta had a membership of
180, a fall of 11 over the previous year Although
membership fell by 5.8%, subscription income fell
by 16.3%. The diflerence is partly due to a knock
on effect from the Quanta Magazine problems.
Renewal forms were sent out late to those mem-
bers whose subscriptions are due in July and
some did not renew until late 2008 or early 2009.
For the first time Quanta has released details of
the number of members opting for the electronic
version of the magazine, Response from UK

Ql'ers has been disappointing with fewer that 1

member in 10 going electronic. Almost a third of
overseas members have opted for the electronic
version and these members qualify for a reduc-
tion in their subscription. Uptake over the whole
membership is 11.5%.

Given the interest shown at meetings and in the
QL media a higher uptake rate would have been
expected. A similar phenomenon has been ob-
served in QL software where interest in a new
product is nol always translated into sales.

DILWYN JONES WEBSITE
Dilwyn has moved his website to'
http://www.dilwyn.me.uk/index html

This is a site that is hosted by Tony Firshman and
the old site has a "forwarding' page pointing to
the new one. The new page will eventually allow
Dilwyn to have all his websites in one place.
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JUST WORDS!
The Just Wordsl website has been temporarily
reprieved. Just three days before it was due to
be closed Lycos announced that it had found a
new host, Mediamania.
Some cosmetic changes have been made to the
site to improve the balance between content and
advertising. Just Words! has now removed the
shows page. This was originally set up as a re-
source for Quanta in 2004 when there was a
dispute over a clash between a North American
show and the Quanta AGM. The number of
shows has now fallen too low to justify the con'
tinuance of the page.

Just Wordsl had hoped to modify the page into
an interactive news service, a facility the QL
community needs, but could nol guarantee the
time needed for frequent maintenance.
Just Words! is grateful to several people in the
QL community who offered to host the site.
These offers could not be taken up because,
wherever the site was hosted, time still had to be
available for routine maintenance.

SOTTWARE NEWS

QEMULATOR
Daniele Terdina has announced an update of this
program.
The main features of the update are 15% faster
CPU installatiot migration to a more Vista-kiendly
installer; and the inclusion, with permission, of
both Sinclair and Minerva ROM images. There are
also bug fixes and compatibility improvements.
Daniele recommends the uninstallation of the old
version before installing the new one.
The new version of Q-emulator is available at'
http://www.terdina.neVql/winql.html.

The Standard QL emulation is freeware, but
registration unlocks additional features.
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DILWYN JONES
Dilwyn announces six additions to his website
plus another CD'

GUITAR CHORDS DATABASE
'l've added a Guitar Chords Database program
kom Phillip Sproston to my website.
It's written in SuperBASlC, was originally pu-

blished by Quantum Soft in 1985 and there are
two versions, the original being lor QDOS sys-
tems, and a second version I've amended slightly
to allow it to run on SBASIC syslems like QPC.
It's available to download from
http:/lwww.dilwyn.me. uk/edu/index.html

{about 12K download}.
Phillip has kindly given me some other games pro-
grams to release as freeware, which I'll add to the
website as soon as I get a chance to test them."

8-Dler
"This is a new pointer driven dictionary prograrn,

which uses plain text dictionaries commonly avai-
lable on the web. The program ilself is pointer dri-
ven and lets you enter a word or phrase in one lan-
guage and it will search for a translation or mean-
ing. Various types of search are available (exact
match, starting withlending with/containing a string,
unaccenled match, or wildcard search). Search
results can be copied to stuffer buffer Scrap, file,

or senl to a lob {e.g. transfer to an editor).
The dictionary format is quite simple, allowing
you to build your own dictionaries or modify
these as you see fit -basically plain text with the
entry and meaning separated by a colon or tab
characte[ e.g. house'maison. This allows them to
be used in an editor rather than Q-Dict if you
preler - they have been converted to use the QL
character set and have the standard QL linefeed
as end of line character
Q-Dict is supplied with a French-English and
English-French dictionary as part of the package
and a further 14 language pairs can be down-
loaded, including German, Dutch, Spanish, ltalian,

Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Finnish, Welsh and
Scots and lrish Gaelic.
Q-Dicl needs Pointer Environrnent, Wman2 {re-
cent SMSQ/E v3.00 or later or QDOS with poin-
ter environment 2.00 or later), Toolkit 2, and ex-
panded memory.
Q-Dict is Freeware. The dictionaries are public
domain.
Download the dictionary program and dictiona-
ries from,
http://www.dilwyn.uk6. neVdiction/indexhtml

{jusl scroll down to the Q'Dict section, where
you'll find a sample screen dump from Q-Dict)'
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NEW SUDOKU PROGRAM
"Frank Dibowski has senl me a rather neat liltle
pointer driven Sudoku program.
Using this, you can design your own Sudoku
puzzles, or load/save puzzles from/to disk, or
even get the computer to design you a puzzle,

which can be easy medium, or hard.
It can even solve the puzzle for you il like me,
you find Sudoku puzzles a bit difficult. Just tell it
that you 'give up' and it will show you the
completed puzzle.

Three sample puzzle files are supplied along with
short instructions {in English).
Nole that you will get different results from the
'[GAME]' icon depending on whether you Hit (left

click) or Do on it, so read the short instruction file
with it to make sure you know how to get all the
available options."
Sudoku is a 24KB download from
htp://urww.dilwyn. ne.uUgameslinder htrnl

FAVICON
"l have added a small package to my website
which shows you how to get a Favicon (favou-

rites icon) displayed when your web page is dis-
played in some modern browsers. You may have
noticed that when some sites like those of Mar-

cel Kilgus and myself load, they display a QL or
QPC or such icon in the title bar ln my case,
loading my website in recent lnternet Exploders
displays a little "QL" logo which can also be dis-
played when the site is placed in a favourities or
bookmarks folder Why do this? I just like to an-
nounce to the world that my site is a QL website!
Actually, you can blame Tony Firshman for this as
I did it at his suggestion. Nonetheless, aspirrng
QL website owners can get the icon and details
of how to make your pages display it by
downloading a small zip file from my website at,

http//www.dilwyn.me.uUhtmlutil/index.html

lf your browser supports the Favlcon system, you
can see the end result by visiting websites such
as those of Marcel Kilgus"

UQLX
'Phoebus Dokos reports that he has found some
time to liddle with uQlx-win32 {the version of the
uQLx emulator for Windows) and although he did
not manage to recompile it with the newesl
cygwin, he was, however perfectly able to boot
it properly. TCP/IP is not working but he ligures
that after Richard Zidlicky releases the newest
version of the sources it should.
The latest distribution is avaihbb as a zipped or
7-zip file from Dilwyn Jones's [mulators page'
http://www.dilwyn.me.uk/emu/index. html

Scroll down to W|n-UQLX and you can download
a zipped package {about 270K) or a7'zip archive
(about 219K).
To be able to run the emulator you'll need parts
of the Cygwin distribution from
www.cygwrn.com,
which provides a Linux-like environment for Win-
dows. Phoebus says you'll need the Base and
X-Org {or X11} parts of the package - be careful
to follow his instructions for getting past the in-

staller don't just use the 'default' settings, make
sure you change Default to lnstall for the parts
you need by clicking on the word Default (it

cycles round through lnstall, Uninstall, Reinstall,

etc, often with quile a delay between clicks).
Once installed, it adds a Cygwin entry in lhe Win-
dows start menu. ln this, start a Linux Bash Shell,



then when that starts type startx to get things
going, then you should be able to start the
emulator
It didn't work for me, but then you all know what
I'm like wilh Windows, let alone introducing
Linux-like things into the equation, so I'm sure
everyone else will do just fine...'

QL GAMES CD
"This CD is a compilation of over 150 PD, free-
ware and shareware games lor the QL, thought
to be the first time that an all-games CD for the
QL has been launched. The games are supplied
in a large QXL.WIN file for systems able to handle
that filing system, and as zipped files ready to
copy to the target QL or compatible system. The
CD costs jusl [5.00 from Dilwyn Jones. Further
details of this and other QL CDs can be found al'
http:l/www.dilwyn.me.uk/cdandsofVindex.html

and can be ordered through Quo Vadis Design's
online ordering pages at:

htlp://www.qFqvd. com/
(just click on the Products tab and scroll down
for the ilem you require)."

QL Today has a copy of this CD that is free of
charge for any reader wishing to write a review.

CEORCE CWILT
George has updated two of his programs,
'The latest version of UCONFIG, my program for
producing config blocks for S*BASIC, C and
assembler programs, contained mistakes in the
assembler oulput.
'l have updated the programs {SVSCR} for saving
and manipulating areas of a screen so that the
area saved will no longer contain the small
window giving the size and position of the
saved area if it is inside the area to be saved.'
Both programs are found at:
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/george.gwilU

CORRECTION AND UPDATE

QSTRTPPER
Apologies to Norman Dunbar for an error in the
report on the source code for QStripper in the
last issue. During one of the many transfers
between programs and systems parl of the
report became corrupted. Norman writes:
'Where the commands to build a subversion
repository of my QStripper program's source
code, everything has been put on one line. At the
top of column two on page 9, it should read as
follows'

cd sre
mkdlr qstrlpper
cd qstrlpper
svn checkout http: //qstripper. svn. sourceforge.
net,/svnroot/qstrlpper . /

Then, below paragraph two, the instructions to
build the program are also on a single line. They
should read as follows,
qnale -makefil-e
nale

The latest news is that since I posted the original
email to ql-users, I have created a download
package to save people having to install sub-
version. To obtain the source, proceed as follows,
Go to
http://qstripper.sourceforge.neV

in your favourite browser or use lnternet Explorer
if you absolutely must!

0n the left of the screen, click the 'Download

QStripper files'link. On the following screen, click
on any of the links, but the'download'one makes
most sense to click!
Finally, click on the qStripperSourceRelease.zip
link. When prompted to open or save the file,

choose save and save it lo a location on your
PC.

The file is 103 KB in size so shouldn't take too
long to download, even on dial-up links.

The file can be saved to Windows or Linux as
desired - the same source code works on both.
You will need the QT4 development system to
compile and build the source of course.

The commands to build the source are as shown
above,
ed qStripperSourceRelease
qna.ke -malefile
mate

To run it, simply type QStripper on Windows or
.lQStripper on Linux - or double click on the



program name in Windows Explorer or whatever
file manager you are using on Linux.
Hopefully soon, I'll have a binary build for both
Windows and Linux available for download for
those people not able or willing to install a QT4
development system on their PC simply to build
and run my program.
To those very interested in a cross platform
development system lor free, may I suggest you

check out and download QT4.5 from
http://www.qtsoftware.com/downloads

Select LGPL/Free Downloads and then select
the Windows or Linux version desired {Don't click
on the word'torrent' thoughl)
These are quite large downloads (269 Mb for
Linux and 194 MB for Windows) but the effort is

well worth it."

TOUCHE
ln our report of the 2008 Quanta AGM we printed
a photo showing how Dilwyn Jones requires
ordinary Quanta members to kneel before ad-
dressing him.

Dilwyn has now got his revenge. Using a scoun-
drel who is not prepared lo reveal his true
identity but who goes under the name of
'Mischief Maker' he has printed a humiliating pic-

ture of QL Today's editor in the Quanta Magazine.
QL Today's team of sleuths soon discovered the
identity of 'Mischief Maker".
Alas we cannot reveal his identity, because our
moles have discovered Mischief Maker is in pos-
session of a compromising image of the editor
drawn by a police artist.

ANOTHER REPRIEVE
Dutch user group Sin*QL-Air is hoping to contr-
nue running meetings in findhoven this year: Al-
though the original plan was to hold three
meetings, the first ol these did not prove possible
because of ill health of the organiser Sief vd
Molegraaf.
Sin-QL-Air still hopes to hold a show in October

LAST SECOND NEWS FROM
LAST ISSUE
The very interestrng story about the develop-
ment and release of the QL is nol quite ready,

we still need some facts! Therefore, we would
like to ask again if you have paper cuttings
from all the press releases shortly before and

after the QL was launched. lf so, please scan
and {e}mail it to us! Do YOU know anything
about it? We are especially interested in dates -

when do you think JM and JS ROMs were
shipped? The only replies so far came from

Urs Kdnig and Simon Goodwin - thank you.

-*'-treffi{
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I have spent the last week deliberating about
whether to write anything here about the article
in QL Today ln some ways lwas very disinclined
to do it because ldid not want it lo turn into one
of those acrimonious arguments that run on
these pages.
lwould, howeve[ like to run in a little background
information.
QBranch was doing fine right up to the Q40 /
Microfast 2000 period. ln relrospect both of
these ventures were not the besl conceived and
I willnot go too deeply into them but suffice it to
say they left QBranch depleted and in debt. Quite
apart from the various QL related problems I

made the foolish decision ol tying the QBranch
funds to those of Microfast 2000. At the time I

thought that would make the QL side stronger
so I could invest the shop prolits into the QL
business. As it was the shop made a massive
loss and was burdened with rent and rates {when
QBranch was run from home it had neither of
these problems.)
Having closed the shop and taken on a job ihad
to set about rebuilding things. There was a lot of
debt to be dealt with and, as usual, I dealt with
the one who shouted loudest. Jochen, being a
nice guy was not shouting. I dealt with two
year's unpaid rates and a whole host of other
bills to do wilh closing the shop and tried to get
QBranch back on an even keel, Fast forward a
couple ol years and Jochen and I started to try
to get the debt to him dealt with. We started by
paying off the oldest invoices whole. After a
while I realised I was falling into a similar trap to
the one I had built for myself in the shop and,
because the QL Today Subscriplions were all

sitling in lhe QBranch bank, account they got
used for other stuft so I then decided to open a
separate account which required nolice if I was
to draw money from it. All the QL Today money
would sit in there {and earn a bit of interest).
Jochen wanted me lo make regular payments to
him. The trouble with this was that it was a bit of
a struggle to do that. Young family not a brilliantly
paid job, etc. I was paying using my credit cards
but, in the end just ran my credit cards up, added
to my monthly payments, and all the while QL
revenues went down.
For the last five years QBranch has posted a
loss. Last year it was around t3500. This year I

expect it to be more. Almost every invoice was
for QL Today (most of the rest were QPC2 and

QPCPrint) and the profit frorn doing that was
minimal.

The most recent arrangement I made was that all

QL Today payments were prepaid and all new
invoices were settled in 30 days. ln addition I

would pay extra money to reduce the debt.
There seemed to be a bit of confusion a while
back when I thought the money I had sent was
for QL Today and Jochen thought I had paid it off
the debt and not paid for QL Today. But I have
tried to do it this way. The main problem was
making a regular debt repayment. lt got worse 6
months ago when my car died, I bought a new
one which proved to have two expensive faults.
ln spite of the continuing loss from QBranch I

have paid off around B0% of the money I owed
JMS and the rest will get seltled during this year:

At any point in the above I could have closed
QBranch and walked away from the debt but ldid
not do ihat. Although lhave now closed QBranch.
I have no intention of walking away from the
remainder of lhe debt,
When I mentioned that'l no longer thought about
the QL' I meant it in terms of the fact that I was
no longer gathering items for the article. Usually
a couple of weeks before the magazine was
being prepared for printing, I would get requests
lor the adverts and for the article. With neither of
those to worry about and a whole load of other
stuff going on in my life-l was not thinking about
the QL. Hence I needed reminding that I needed
to sort this issue out and, since I had already
spoken with Bruce about his taking it on and I

realised he needed to do something about
renewals so I contacted him.

With regard to the software side. Geoff and lhad
a very loose arrangement about it. lmade up the
disks and he gave me labels and manuals. The
financial side was mostly me saying 'l have no
more manuals for x program' and asking how
much money he needed from me. At no point
was I ever asked to provide a list of people who
bought the program. lt would have been easy
enough to do-in fact lstillcan do this ialthough it
would take a while) because every sale is

recorded on a database. I don't think there is a
single customer out there who has ever bought
an item from me without getting an invoice and
every invoice was recorded on the main

database, lt got more complex with Just Words



when he started offering discounts for buying
multiple programs but I never owed him any
money and returned a whole load of manuals
when he took it all back 'in house'he asked me
to do so. Al the time I thought I had settled
everything with him and this was the first I heard
of any problem.

QDT was a different malter We had high hopes
of that being a good seller but I sold only 28
copies in over 3 years {to 2008}. [ach one had a
unique licence number and I sent a spreadsheet
with all the licence numbers, names and emails
addresses to Jim and he invoiced me for the
sales. I think lmay owe him for 2 copies since his

last invoice (in 2006) and, if he emails me
privately I can give him those delails and sort out
that payment.
Like most businesses QBranch worked on for-
ward sales, you are, essentially paying part of the
previous bill from the current sales because
running expenses take their toll. When there are
lew sales for a couple of years running expen-
ses figure large in the equation. I should have
closed QBranch two or three years back but I

enioyed running it, liked the shows and the
people and kept thinking something would come
up to make it get better again. When QBranch did
close it had over 200 copies of QL Today back
issues which represents a sizeable amount of
money as well as a few unsold programs which
had been invoiced and paid for because I always
felt I should have at least one of each item in

stock to avoid delay in shipping to the customer I

also still had a swathe of QDT / Easyptr / QPC-
Print CDs and manuals made up. Some of this I

have now disposed ol the rest I will donate to
Bruce but I suspect he willnot be able to sellany.
Gradually, as my diving activities became more
prominent and then my rock band started to
happen I got less and less time to devote to the
QL but then the QL scene devotes less and less
time to itself. After 25 years it is in great need of
new programs and a bit more drive from the
people who are still involved. lt's future is in lhe
hands of the users now because there is but one
trader and nothing new to sell. A parlous state.
There we are. This has been a lot longer than I

intended it to be at the start and I hope you are
all stillawake. I have done this without suggesting
that I was misrepresented in the article and I

hope withoul raising anyone's hackles or
creating a disturbance. I iust wanted my side out
there.
I hope you were not too bored and that the
above will not raise any blazing rows. They don't
do us any good at all.

Comments from Jochen:
This reply was posled by Ray to the QL Users
group and I asked him to print it here as well
wilh his permission.
My only direct comment is: the debt is mainly
QL Today invorbes hnd QPC QPCPrint sales
etc.l as mentioned in the initial article. So, pay-
ment always covers the eldest invofce, thl's is
how it was done by me over the years,
reported to Roy this way and general book-
keeping practice anyway.

I got a few responses from readers, one saying
that he could not see what goad if could
possibly do apart from giving me a false sense
of satisfaction.
Well, this is a complete misinterpretation.l was
very sorry I had to publish lhe initial arfice. Not
a si,ngle bit of satisfaction. Wories, massiye
wories only. Flow much stomach pain and
headache all lhis gave me (fhinkring abouf if and
what lo publish, not jusl all the worries over the
years of not getting lhe money in flme).
The article was meant to do as little damage as
possible. The alternative would have been;
possibly NO DELIVERY of issue 4 W,THOUT
all of Roy's readers knowing the reason.What
kind of damage had THIS don& We would have
to explain on the newsgroup anyway at that
stage. Late. Not reaching all the readers.
And could I happily lake renenrals without in-
forming the readers? No, I prefened to be tak
and explain to the readers BEFORE taking any
money.
I finally had to go the roufe which I felt would
be lhe fairest - there was no perfect solution to
all lhis (except from getting the promised
payment in trme - but that was not under my
control). So, whatever I ild, it would nol please
everybody and could lead to wrong impres-
sions. Please ask yourself : what had you done
in my situatiorf?
Taking renewal money and not delivering
without telling everybody would be unaccep-
table to me, and if would have been the definite
end of QL loday

5o, the situalion is: it you are one of Roy's sub-
scribers, then you should not have this maga-
zine in your hand, as I did not get the money
from Roy I asked for hot all af the outstanding
money just 500 Euros plus QL Today money ...

beginning of June I got 1A0 pounds plus QL To-

day moneyl plus another promise from Roy to
set up a standrng order to pay back 100
pounds every month. I hope it will come...



Saturday l8th and Sunday 19th of April 2009 saw
Quanta's major event of the year take place, lhe
celebration of 25 years since both the Sinclair QL
itself and Quanta came into being.
The workshop and AGM were held at lhe Allesley
Hotel, near Coventry with a good standard ol
altendance compared to some recent shows,
wilh visitors coming from as far afield as France
and The Netherlands.
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Entrance to the lmperial Room, where the meeling was
held The Quanla stand can be seen through lhe door to
lhe left with Leo Moll waking towards lhe door

Some had stayed overnight on Friday night and
enioyed a good meal and chat in the Allesley
Hotel. The Saturday was the main workshop day
held in the lmperial Room and talks held in the
smaller Maynard Room alongside. Talks were
given by George Gwilt, Sleve Poole and Simon
Goodwin on subjects as diverse as the future of
computing, PCB Cad design software and the
uQLx (Linux) QL emulator Steve
Poole gave a second talk on the Sun-
day on the subject of 3D graphics
and how he has mapped out a view
of several kilometres around his
house in France. This was lhe first
time Steve had given such a pre-

sentation although his writing in both
QL Today and Quanta magazines are
prolific.

QL Today and Quanla aulhor Steve Poole
who gave two talks oyer lhe weekend.

George GwilL pictured just before the start of his talk

The expecled Question and Answer session on
Sunday morning did not appear In the end, proba-
bly because everyone had already asked all their
questions the day before. Nonetheless, notes
were made of questions asked and these will
appear in future Quanta Helpline columns. Most
questions asked revolved around the use of
emulators and the transfer of dala from QL disks
and cartridges lo the emulator environment. QL
Today has already covered lhis task in the
December 2007 issue, page 48, in an article
about QLay entitled 'My Holiday Romance' and
hopefully Quanta's Helpline articles will also cover
this sublect in the near future.
A substantial QL History Exhibition had been
prepared, with subjecls as diverse as original QL
reviews, rare documents (such as an Open Uni-

versily course featuring the QL) and first editions
of several QL
magazines inclu-
ding Quanla, QL
User and QL
Wodd. Various
people had
brought along
rare pieces of
old QL hardware
to display, such
as Simon Good-
win's Thor XVI
and MCS Multi'
ROM {a 16K



RAM carlridge which plugs into lhe QL EPROM
port allowing ROM images to be switched in and
out), John Gilpin's Sinclai/MP disk interfaces, and
George Gwilt's Thor 21 machine.

The Qt Hrstory Exhrbrtion

An in-depth QL history presentation was seen
running on-screen all day, occasionally inter-
spersed with another presentation from Urs Kcinig.
The original Sinclair QL demo tape could also be
seen runnng.
Rich Mellor represented the QL traders al the
workshop, with a generous stand full of both soft-
ware and second user hardware. Dilwyn Jones
had a new QL Games CD on show with over 150
lreeware and shareware games collected onto it.

John Southern and Chris Grogan manned the QL
A&E table where they sought to resuscitate and
recycle sick QLs and other hardware brought
along for repair
A significant movement in QL philosophy was
evident al the show Very few original black box
QLs were lo be seen. Mosl visitors seemed to be
using Q emulators running on Windows or Linux
syslems. This is probably evidence that although
there are still users running black boxes, the
active core of QL users are largely moving to-
wards emulation systems to benefit from having
two platforms to use on one machine. John
Mason, outgoing Chairman, had predicted this in

an article in Quanta recently and I could see at
this workshop how accurate his words were.
Saturday night's dinner ended with lhe presenta-

tion of an engraved tankard to outgoing Quanta
Chairman John Mason. John is the longest ser-
ving of Quanla officials, having served in one
capacity or another for some 15 years 0r more.
We hope we will continue to see contributions
from him to the magazine for some time to come
- his experience of both the QL and computing in

generalis to be greatly respected.
The outgoing Secretary also announced that
honorary life memberships have been awarded to
traders Tony Firshman and Jochen Merz for their

long service to the QL community, and discretro-
nary life membership to Gil Larnb in Thailand who
at 94 is thought to be the oldest member
The AGM on Sunday saw the election of the new
committee unopposed. Outgoing Chairman John
Mason thanked everyone and wished his succes'
sor well after presenting a few points as to how
he saw the last 25 years and how he thinks the
next period will progress. Quanta now has its first
female Chairman in Sarah Gilpin, and we welcome
Alison Southern to the committee as the new
Secretary. Other officers were returned unop-
posed.

Ihe commitlee for 2009110. From left ta right: Dan Abbott
(Webmasterl John Gilpin {Membershp Secrelary Treasurer
and Magadne Edtrtorl, Sarah Gilpin (Chairmanl Alison
Soulhern (Secretar/ and Dilwyn Jones Libranan, Helpline
and News Editorl

Webmaster Dan Abbotl gave a brief mention of
how work on the Quanta websile is progressing,
with lhree Contenl Management Systems under
evalualion to help us maintain and progress the
Quanta website in the future.
Librarian Dilwyn Jones gave a brief roundup of
the library situation, noting that he has now
caught up with all outstanding submissions to the
library ln an effort to encourage use of the large
library of soflware available, and to celebrale the
Silver Jubilee, committee had decided to issue a
copy of the Library Guide to all members with
their newsletters and the enlire library is available
on a single CD-R to members lor just t1.00. He
also announced thal he hoped that in the future

tafler the Content Managemenl Syslem was in

place) the entire library could be placed online for
members to download, to make il easier in this
world of modern lechnology to obtain copies of
library disks without having to use the now
clumsy method of sending disks back and forth in

the post. The download library would only be
available to members via a password system, al'
though the library guide disk ilself would be freely



downloadable to all in the hope that il could be a
free advert for Quanta to encourage new mem-
bers to join by showing people how much soft-
ware is available to members.
It was suggested that Dilwyn Jones should con-
tact QL groups overseas with a view to including
information about lhese groups in the sub-groups
pages of the magazine. Dan Abbott also sugges-
ted that once the Content Management System
has been selected and implemented, il should be
possible for sub-groups to have their own space
on the expanded Quanta website, to publicise

their local activilies and to give them an oppor-
tunity to present themselves to others out there
and possibly gain new localmembers.

The Quanta websile al www.quanta.org.uk

A commiltee meeting was held a{ter the AGM
where it was decided to co-opt Keith Dunbar to
lhe committee lo assist Dan with the task of
evaluating and implementing the Content
Management Systems and generally progressing
the website, as it is a vital facility in this day and
age lor Quanta.

Keith Dunbar

Quanta now faces the lask of
how to progress the organisa-
tion as it passes its Silver
Jubilee, and also how to
lackle the shortage of volun-
teers to serve on the com-
mittee. We have been for-
tunate enough to have Alison
Southern {who is a northerner

despite her name) volunteer to serve as
Secrelary, and we will need to find a treasurer
next year as John Gilpin steps down as an officer
al the end of his period as defined by the
constitulion.
During the weekend we also had the opportunity
of meeting some ex-traders like Stuart Honeyball
of Miracle Systems, and past officers of Quanta
like former Chairmen Roy Brereton and Phil Bor-
man.

Roy Brereton also hinted that he would look at the
possibilily of holding a southern workshop in the
Clevedon area later this year or next year {an old
venue for very successful workshops in the pasl)
and il was suggested lhat future AGMs could be
held in the Coventry/West Midlands area as it was
convenient and fairly centrally localed for visitors
from most parts of Brilain. Howevet if workshops
could be organised in London and/or Clevedon it
would help to redress the recent northern bias.
Another issue discussed this weekend was the
collecting of ED floppy disks, which are becoming
harder and harder to find. The last word goes lo
Alison Southern on this one, as her husband has
apparently been making his own, by carefully ad-
ding an extra offset hole to HD disks to lool tD
drives that they are ED disks, which as far she
knows still work 0K, I

My last 3D animation program for QL Today was
Racer-bas, which, although it contained a rally
circuit, was situated on a completely flat surface,
to restrict driver conlrols to either 'turn left' or
'turn right'. This time I thought it would be inter-
esting for readers to manoeuvre in all three di-
mensions, again in full perspective. So I decided
to rewrite an old helicopter simulator As always,
my problem as a code writer was to keep the
program as short as possible for you to type in,

which accordingly restricts the complexity of the
game. So I decided to write a modern Father

Christmas program, where you are confronted
with a number of multi'story appartment blocks,
to each floor of which you must deliver a present.

The game starts by drawing a random number of
buildings of random height (drawn only in wire-
frame at first). You may fly up, down, left, right,
forewards or backwards. (UP arrow DOWN arrow
LEFT arrow, RIGHT arrow F{orewards) or B{ack-
wards). These key choices simplify the coding, as
the helicopter therefor always faces the same
way and only moves one block at a time in the
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selected direction. When you arrive in front of an
appartment, to deliver the present you must sim-
ply be positioned directly in front of its center and
there are cross'wires to help guide you, {the flat
will thereafter be filled with solid colour). To

simplify things further: the towers are pre'sorted
in a simple way that needs no subsequent hid-

den-face rouline nor matrix searching.
WARNING, lf there are no buildings on the screen,
then lust move backwards until some come into
view, but watch out, as if you collide with a
building you will crash and lose. When you have
delivered all ihe presents, your score will be
given as ten times the average time you took
per present. And that's all there is to it! At first
you may leel confused, but don't worry as there
is a relatively simple winning strategy which I will
leave you to discover The screen frame drawing
is pretty well instantaneous on my 2.8+Ghz PC
wilh QPC2, bul should be ralher slower on a

standard 128k QL.

lf you want a programming challenge, try modify-
ing the code so as to be able to fly around the
buildings, looking from any skew slope, height or
direction... I would be very much interested to
hear how you get on! lf any readers wish to have
diagrams showrng the geometry and trigonome-
lry of the program, then contact me on my public
email terminal: stevepoole@minitel.net: I will send you
photocopies of my programming notes. fhis is

the best way to grasp all the parameters, without
which you willrapidly find yourself hopelessly lost
in space'time...
You may be surprised when examining the code,
as all the variables seem to be working upside-
down and back to front. This is because QL tri-
gonometry functions do not operate in the way
you expect them to. lf you use standard Maths
logic, you can only get output in the positive
quarter of the scaled and centered screen. I

worked out how to manoeuver in QL 3D space
after much trial and error This is why my code
contains its own AAN- function, where the
'opposite' and'adjacent' parameters are inversed
and where the returned angular values do not
correspond with standard trig recommendations!
But one does what one can.. This program is a
cut-down version of one I wrote some years ago,
which allowed me to fly around my home parish,

bul this contained far too many DATA lines to
detail buildings, walls, trees and fields for
publlcation. After finalising Hover-bas, I started
working on a far more ambitious 3D animation
project which I will reveal if it works as expected.
But this could mean much debugging as for me
it is breaking entirely new groundl
Happy reindeer steering!
fEditor's commenl: while I lay lhis out, with oul-
side temperatures of about 7 degrees, it feels
more like winler than summerl

100 ::
110 REMark HOVER-bas. by S.Poole. v1jan08
L2A REMark for QL Today. Beta-test by B.Coatlvy.
130 :

1/+0 CIEAR: 0PEN#1,coru15
t 0 WIND0II 512,256,0,0: PAPER 0: INK 7: CIS
160 AT 1,1: INPIff 'Difficulty? (easy:1 to hard:15) )'!1$
L70 IF i$=rt: G0 T0 150: EI'SE Ntwr=i$
180 SELect Ntwr: =1 T0 16: =REIIAIMER : G0 T0 160
190 :
200 REI'{ark Do not alter scale. It controls off-screen lines:
2!0 scf=J: SCAIE scy,-scy/1.5r-scy/22 CIS: high=12
220 :

230 REllark P holds coordinates, T holds presents delivered:
210 DIM p (Ntwr+!, 3), p-2 (Ntur+l, 3 ), 1( Ntwr+l, high)
250 x=1: y=2: s,=)z pL=PIx.49: p2=P1*2: L=.5
26A left=192: right=200: up=208: down=216: fore=102: back=98
27A r90=RAD(90) : r180=ItAD(rAO) : r2?0=MD(270) : r360=RAD(360)
280 ct=Ntwr: kt=0: Get-randon-towers: Fix-reference-1ine: DI=DATE
290 :

300 REPeat playJoop
310 Set-perspeetive-referentials
320 Get*torer-coordinates
330 REMark Draw Aiming cross-wires:
310 0vER 0:rNK or?,3:LINE orl T0 1rL, Lro T0 Lr1: FrLt 1: CTRCLE L,L,.35: FILL 0

350 geuey: IF ct=kt: won: EI"SE : CIS
350 END REPeat play-loop



370
394
/+00

1LA
120
130
lla
150
l'6A
170
480
190
500
5L0
,24
fia
5t+0

5r0
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
8a
&0
650
65a
670
580
690
700
7LA
720
730
710
754
760
774
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
910
950
960
970
980

Ogf in" PR00edure Get-randoutowers
REI*{ark Get Random towers on a 7 by 7 by 7 eubic volume:

430
t+40

FOR f=l T0 Ntwr
REMark Leave space around towers:
pfx=RUO(-3 T0 3): SELeet pfx: =-2r0r2: G0
pfV=RND(-3 T0 3): SELect pfy: =-2,0,2: G0
pfz=Rm(1 T0 high)

REllark Dontt build two towers on sane spot:
FOR j=1 T0 Ntwr

IF p(j,x)=pfx: IF pfy=p(;,y): G0 \O 130
ElrD FoR j
REMark Tower origin coordinates:
p(frx)=pfx: p(f,y)=pfy: p(f,z) =pfz? ct=ct+pfz

END FOR f: sortem
END DEFlne

DEFine PR0Cedure sortem
nP=1
FOR yy=3 T0 -3 STEP -1

pgp xx=_J T0 3
FOR tw=1 T0 Ntur

IF P(twrx)=xx THEN

IF p(tw,y)=yy TIIEN
p-2 (np, x) =xx : p-2 (np, y) =XX: p-2 (np, z) =p ( tw, z ) : np=npa1

END IF
EI{D IF

END FOR tw
D{D FOR xx

END FOR yy
END DEFine

DEFine PR0Cedure Fir-reference-line
REMark Leave space around towers:
tx=RND(-3 T0 3): SELect tx: =-2tAt2: =REMAIMER : G0 IO 730
ty=RND(-3 T0 3): SELect tyt =-2,012: =REIr{AINDER : G0 T0 740
tz=RND(1 T0 high): D1=DATE
Rx=tx: Ry=ty+2 : Rz=tz: REMark target-posltion.

END DEFine

DEFlne PR0Cedure Get-tower-coordinates
FoR twr=1 T0 Ntwr

REMark eoordinates of front-lower-left posltion of buildlng:
xQ=pJ(twrrx) : Yq=pJ(twr,y) : zQ=pJ(twr,z): INK twrrtwr+3,3
IF tx=xQ: IF ty=lq; IF tz<=zQ: lost
REMark Get each floor:
FOR bor-=0 T0 zQ

Get-box-coordinates
IF NOT Get-perspective-coordinates: G0 T0 890
draw-box

El'lD FOR box-
END FOR twr

END DEFlne

DEFlne PROCe dure Set-perspe et ive-re ferent ials
REIt{ark consider eye to target triangle
Fx=Rx*tx: fY=Ry-ty: fz=Rz-tzz fh=SQRT( (fx2)+(fy?) )
REt[ark eye to target polar orientations:
c=ATAl,I-(ff,Fx): IF erPI: c=c-p2: END IF : IF c<-PI: c=c+p2
U=ATAITI-(fz,fh): IF brPl: b=b-p2: END IF : IF b(-PI: b.b+p2

TO

TO



994
1000
1010
1020
1030
10/+0
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
Lt'0
1150
tLTA
1180
1190
1200
1)1n
!220
1230
]-210
1250
1260
1270
L280
1290
1300
L310
1320
t330
L310
L350
t360
L370
1380
]-390
1400
1410
1l+20
L130
il1a
1l+r0
]+60
L17A
1480
L19A
1500
1r10
]l520
Lfia
1510
150
Lr6a
1 70
1180
L59A

xC=XA
Xd=xB
xE=M
xF=xB
xG=xC
xH=Xd

y0=yA+l:
yD=yC
yE=yA
yF=yB
yG=yC
yH=yD

zA=box-
zB=zA
zC=nL
zD=zA
zE=zA+t
zF=zE
zG=zE
zH=zE

END DEFine

DEFine t\rNct ion Get-perspect ive-coordinates
IF VIEW-(XA,yA,zA,): nA=n: DA=nr EISE RETurn 0
IF VIEII*(xB,yBrzB): mB=tn: rrB=ri EI*SE R8?urn 0
IF VIEII-(xCryCrzC): n0=m: r0=il: ELSE RETurn 0
IF VIEII-(XdrlDrzD): nD=n: rD=r! EISE RETurn 0
IF VIEII-(XE ryBrzB): mE:m: DE=n: EI"SE RETurn 0
IF VIEII*(xFrlFrzF): nF=n: nf=n: EISE RETurn 0
IF VIEW-(xGrXGrzG): nG=n: DG=n! EI"SE RETurn 0
IF VIEII*(xHryHrzH): mH=r: DH=r! ELSE RETurn 0

RETurn 1: END DEFlne

DEFine PROCedure Get-box-eoordinates
XA=xQ : yA=Yq :

xB=XA+1: yB=yA :

END DEFine

DEFlne PR00edure draw-box
lrnA=ABS(nA) : AnA=ABS(nA)
REllark Test if aligned with origin-corner:
IF AInA( 5E-2 fiIEN

IF AnA( 5E-22 IF p-2(twr,X)=ty+1: IF T(twrrbor)=Q; kt=kt+l: T(twrrboa*)=1
END IF
AT 1,1: INK 7: PRINT ctlktr: INK twrrtwr+4r3
fl=T(twrrbox*)
FILI fl: LINE nArnA T0 nErnE T0
FIIL f1: LINE n0rn0 T0 nGrnG T0
FIIL f1: LINE mBrnB T0 mFrnf T0
FILL fI: LIIfE nArnA t0 mErnE T0

END DEFlne

DEFlne PRO0edure geuey
BEEP 1231, 5 2 i$=INIGY$( #L, -1)
IF 1$( >rr: cd=C0DE(l$): EI"SE G0

SEleet ed

=left :

=right:
=do$n
=up
=fore : ty=fya1'
=back : ty=ty-1:

=REI{AINDER : G0 T0

n0rnG T0 m0rn0 T0 nArnA: FIIJ,
nHrnH T0 mDrnD T0 m0rn0: FILI,
mIIrnH T0 mDrnD T0 mBrnB: FILL
mFrnf T0 mBrnB T0 mArnA: FILL

0
0
0
0

tx=tx*l:
tx=tx+l:
tz=tz-L:
tz=tz+1:,

TO 1380

IF tx< *)z tx=-)t fND IF : Rx=tx
IF tx>+/+: tx=+/+: END IF : Rx=tx
IF tz< 0 : tz=0 : H'lD IF : Rz=tz
IF tz>high : tz=high : END fF : Rz=tz
IF ty>r4: ty=+4: 8ND IF : Ry=ty.r'2
IF ty< -7: ty=-7i END IF : Ry=1ya2

1380
END SELect

El,lD DEFine getJey

DEFine FuNetion VIE!{-(vx, vy, vz)
REMark (Append underscore* or else crash the name-table).
RElrlark Consider (eye to target) & (eye to vlewed-point) triangle:
lx=vx-tx: ly=vy-ty: Lz=vz*tz: 1i1=( (1x?)+(fyZ) ) ^.5

REMark Keep orlentation angles in a simple positive elrcle:
h=ATAN-(1y,1x)*c: IF h,PI: h=h-p2: END IF : IF h<(-pf): h=h+p2
e=ATAN-(1zrIh)-b: fF e>PI: e=e-p2: EI\ID IF : IF e<(-Pr): e=e+p2

REllark See if angles nean that the point is off-screen:
IF h>p1 0R h< (-pf): RETurn 0



1500 fF e>pl 0R e< (-pf): RETurn 0
1610 REMark Perspeetive screen eoordinates:
L620 n=tA1(h): n=_1*TAN(e)x((m2)+1) ^.5: RETurn 1
1530 END DEFine VIEU-
1610 :

1650 DEFine FuNction ATAN-(ooraa)
L660 REMark Gets ATAN right in all sigued quarters:
L670 REMark Sign(opposite side) & Sien(adjacent side):
1580 se=(oor0)-(oo,0): sa=(aa>0)*(aa<0)
t690 fF so=O 0R so=1: fF sa=O: RETurn 0
1700 IF so=O : IF sa=1 : RETurn r90
17L0 IF so=-l: IF sa=0 : RETurn 1180
L72A IF so=o : IF sa=-l: REturn 1270
L730 oa=ATAN(aa/oo): REMark h;poteneuse angle in RADs.
L740 IF so=1 : IF sa=1 : RETurn oa
1750 fF so=-l: IF sa=1 0R sa=-1: RETurn r180+oa
t760 IF so=1 : IF sa=-1: RETurn r360+oa
1770 END DEFine ATAN-
1780 :

1790 DEFine PR0Cedure lron
1900 d2=DATE-D1: score:INt(rOOx(ae7et))
1810 M 3r1: INK 7: PRINT'Bravo...'lscore: BEEP 12315,6
1820 AT 511: PRINT'Another? (y/n):': i$=[!$1tr9y$(#1,-1)
1830 IF i$=rr: G0 T0 1820
1840 IF i$==ryt: RUN: Ei,SE : ST0P
1850 END DEFine
1860 :

1870 DEFine PR00edure lost
1880 M 3n1: INK 7: PRINT'You Crashed.".': BEEP 12315n67
1890 M 5,1: PRINT'Another? (y/n):': 1$=INKEY$(#1,-L)
1900 IF i$=rr: G0 T0 1890
1910 IF i$==ryr: RIIN: EISE : STOP
1920 EI{D DEFlne
1930 ::

QUANTA has now passed ils 25th birthday and is

looking forward to the next few years. We have
some achievements under our belt, and need to
look ahead to whal we can do in the future. We
can list quite a few recent achievements:r ldentifying lhe need for and appointing a

News Editor - improving news coverage in

both the magazine and the website. Appointing a Helpline co-ordinator. Appointing a magazine editor and improving
the content and standard of presentation

o Electronic version of the magazineo Postage savings for electronic version of the
magazine mean overseas members can now
actually pay less per year than beforeo Online subscription payments

o lmproving lhe websiter Magazrne listings available from the websiteo Managed to get new committee members

r Email committee meetings enable issues to
be tackled as they ariseo Started on a project to scan and make avai-
lable electronic back issues of the magazine

These are the recent perfectly respectable
achievements, yet we know we have more to do.

QUANTA must remain at the heart of the QL com-
munity, a user group always has to be, and we
have to move with the times, face up io realities
and look at what steps we take for the future.
Just because we have'survived"for 25 years, it
neither means we sit back and iust wait for
QUANTA and the QL community as a whole to
expire, nor that we should seek to set ourselves
impossible targets.
It is probably inevitable that at some point in the
(hopefully distantlfuture, QUANI{ as an organisa-



tion will either be wound up or less likely, merged
with another organisation. The merger of QL'lbday and QUANTA magazine was raised
recenlly and QUANTA responded with an opinion
poll. At the time of writing, only the opinions of
those at QL ls 25 were known and that opinion
was overwhelmingly against such a merger

Criticism
0f course, it is easy to criticise a commitlee or
an organisation at any lime, but if you have ideas
for progress and change, you should make those
known as well as the criticisms. QL Today has
been critical of QUANTA, but has also been con-
structive when dealing with many issues. We
may not always agree with everything that is

said, but it has at least resulted in a consensus
that we need to actively move forward and never
be content with the status quo. We understand
that some things that got said were mutually
disagreeable but equally feel that this is now a

new year for QUANTA, under a new Chairman
and that we should look forward ralher than dwell
on things which are likely to prove potentialty
destructive to both organisations, especially as
even some QL Today readers complained about
the ongoing "personal dispute" as "needless and
tedious' We would rather celebrate achievements
and look forward to what we can do in the future.
lf you have views on what QUANTA should be
doing and isn't {or doesn't seem to be) doing,
write and let us know. Even belter let us know
what you think should be done about it. Some
very good ideas often arise from constructive
criticism like this. lf you have strong feelings, you
can stand for election to the committee and with
at least one more officer due to stand down next
April (Chairman John Mason stood down this
time) there is a clear opportunity for someone to
get him/herself nominated to stand for election to
a committee and possibly serve as an officer in
the future.

Opinions Expressed
There are some issues raised by writers such as
Duncan Neithercutt about lhe future of QUANTA
that we willagree with completely while there are
others we can comment on constructively even if
we don't agree with them.
As an example, he states that"the email distrrbu-
ted .pdf magazine is a doppelganger for the pa-
per magazine! None of the opportunilies of
electronic publishing haye been used not even
colour!'
QUANTA's Editor has spent a lot of time on this.
He has come up with what he believes to be the

best compromise between quality and file size.
Yes, we can lry to make sure that web links can
be clicked on within the electronic magazine, for
example. But as to whelher the paper or elec-
tronic versions are the future, at this stage only a
small minority take lhe electronic version and
when asked at QL ls 25 for example, many said
they simply preferred the paper version to carry
around and read. Cost might be a factor for
overseas members because they can now pay
the base subscription price for the electronic
newsletter and save themselves several pounds
in postage - the lirst time in recent years that
overseas members can join at the same price as
UK members. And of course the paper version is

the only option for those without internet access
or the facility to read PDF files.

Library
Duncan's comments about the QUANTA Library
are valid.
As an example of what we want to do in the
future, our Librarian wishes to place QUANTA
Library online for download lo members via a
password system. This will need a proper system
of controlling access to the Library which in turn
will involve the lvlembership Secretary seiting up
passwords, changing them when needed and of
course removing access from members who de-
cide not to subscribe the following year: The old
system of sending disks and return postage and
so on to librarians is just too clumsy in this day
and age for those with internet access when, as
Duncan mentioned, you can get all sorts of soft-
ware freely and quickly on many QL websites.
Not all members have internet access, though,
and not everyone will know how to download a
zipped disk and transfer it to their QL system or
emulator and unpack it to be able to run it, so we
will need to make sure we tackle that particular
issue too. But, the infrastructure of the website
needs to be in place before we can embark on
anything other than gather ideas.
It is also hoped that local sub-groups can have
their own sections on the website. Here they can
publicise their existence in order to recruit new
local members, and make their local activities
known. Which leads to another subiect - the
activities of the overseas QL user groups. lt was
decided at QL ls 25 that a committee member
would seek to get in touch with the overseas
groups to list those which still exists and try to
get them to send us details of their activities,
who to contact to loin and so on.
The QUANTA website is a vital tool for us in this
day and age and we want to try to get it right
rather than lust put'a website"in place overnight



which would risk becoming quickly out of date
and becoming little more lhan the name of the
organisation and a contact point list.

Multi-Platform?
Now to look at the subject of QUANTA conside-
ring becoming a multi'platform group. This has
been discussed many times rn the past and of
course we have always resolved to remain a QL

{and compatibles, including emulators) group. We
are against it becoming multi'plalform, but are
happy to allow some Windows, Linux or Mac 0S
discussion where this is relevant to us as a QL
group, for example, discussing a particular Linux,
Windows, or Mac issue where it causes
problems in getting a QL emulator to work, or
porting a particular Linux or Unix application to
QDOS or SMSQ, or where relevant in furthering
QD0S and SMSQ.

News
We saw that news coverage was a weakness in

the magazine and appointed a committee
member to be responsible for gathering news
items for the magazine and for news to be
available on the website too, The result - even in

our Silver Jubilee year we have seen several
pages of news in most recent magazines. A
positive and successful step, and of course an
essential function of keeping members informed
of news and developments in a period where
QUANTA and QL Today are the main (and

sometimes only) sources of informalion for many
Qlers, apart from the emailmailing list.

We also ensured that a committee member was
responsible for the Helpline and this has resulted
in many helpfulquestions being answered via the
magazine. We hope that in time we could add the
compilation of Helpline articles as a reference
source of FAQs tFrequently Asked Questions) on
the website which members could refer to first,
then perhaps add a "message form" to the
Helpline pages for members to contact us. Again,
this will be looked al in more depth once our
Webmaster has got the CMS fully in place.

Business Proposals
We have to be at the heart of the QL community
{that's what any user group should be} yet we
dare not be too recklessly adventurous. We have
to do the best we can with members'money, yet
we have looked at business proposals such as
Rich Mellor's loan for new keyboard membranes,
and D&D Systems'loan for QxO production. Both
plans were considered on the merits of the
business plan submitted and the loans duly
repaid as planned, with the results that spare

parts continued 1o be available as the
opportunity arose, and we were able to assist
with the Q40/Q60 systems.
What we are getting at is this: ln his editorial, QL
Today's editor asks if "we prefer the safety of
going on as before?" or if it should be "a radical
reshaping of our community?' The answer lies
between these extremes, of course. We cannot
aflord the luxury of doing nothing and going
stale, yet we dare not take risks so great that a

failure would wipe us oul overnight or leave
members so disillusioned that they quit in droves.

The Web
QUANTA recognises the vital imporlance of the
World Wide Web and electronic communication.
We have laken active steps to improve our
website and recognise lhal further work is

needed, which is why we have also been
proactive here and co-opted another committee
member with experience in this area {Keith
Dunbar) who can assisl our webmaster to move
the website on a little quicker to what we want it
to be (pivotal to QUANTA-a proper web presence
is essential rather than just desirable) rather than
resting on our laurels with what we already had.

Committee And The Future
Our constitulion states that we need to have
three officers and up to six other committee
members. The constitution states that members
can't serve for more than six years and officers
not normally for more than three years. So we
will need at least one new officer next April.
These rules were introduced in an effort to bring
new blood to the committee, but have not been
as successful as originally hoped and it has
looked from time to time as though QUANTA
may struggle to survive when faced wrth a lack
of volunteers (although this year we have two
new committee members). Even if the constitution
allowed the same people to stay in place forever
this would scarcely be good in the long term -

new blood is vital from time to time.
So our vision is to make sure we are well placed
to take on the QL scene as it changes with time.
We have taken proactive steps with the
magazine, we are on the lookout for potential
future committee members, we are investing time
and effort into putting a CMS in pface for
eflective future use of the website, we have got
online subscription payments up and running, we
are planning ahead for what we can do once
these steps are fully in place.
And of course we will have to learn to blow our
own trumpet rather better than we have done in
the past! I
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lan Burkinshaw's letler in the last issue of QL
Today which was also published in the Quanta
Magazine, has caused quite a stir lan suggested
the time has come for QL Today and Quanta to
merge.

Let us be clear straight away that neither Quanta
nor QL Today supports this proposal, but at QL
Today we feel the issue should be discussed. lan

is not a lone voice, because we have heard
others making a similar suggestion. ln the last
year both QL Today and the Quanta Magazine
have had severe difficulties, and there is a strong
possibility that the Quanta Magazine will again
face a major crisis next year Even if both publica-

tions were eager for a mergel finding a mecha-
nism for doing so would be very dilficult if not
impossible.

lan's letter appears to have shocked Quanta's
high command and at their recent quarler cente-
nary show they produced a document and
survey that, frankly we found bizarre and
misleading.

Quanta stated "this is surely about the future of
QL Today not QUANTA Magazine", in spite of the
fact that lan and others have clearly stated that
Quanta's magazine problems over many years
are one reason for making this suggestion.

ln the document Quanta describes their own
magazine as a "flourishing first class production'.
At QL Today we have frequently praised the
efforts Quanta has made to improve the Quanta
Magazine, which has been transformed editorially
in recent years, but Quanta is losing touch with
reality by claiming it is a 'flourishing production".

The facts are that for five years Quanta has
been unable to find a permanent editor for the
magazine, and a year ago a newly appointed
editor went AWOL without producing a single
issue. Quanta had to go over to an emergency
publishing schedule, which meanl there was no
magazine published for almost six months. Some
members thought the magazine and Quanta had
closed down.

Other members were highly critical of the emer-
gency issues, suggesting the content had fallen
below acting editor John Gilpin's usual high stan-
dards. One member put it forcibly 'the signal to
noise ratio frequently drops to below detectable
values'. Others felt news items had been used to
pad oul the magazine because of a lack of other

content. There was some truth in these allega-
tions, but I felt they were a little harsh given the
pressures that John Gilpin was working under
Now that he is back on his normal schedule he
has produced two issues that have won praise
as being among the best ever

Quanta tells us that John Gilpin has to step down
as treasurer next year because he will have
served 6 years on the committee. lf this is true
he also has to stop all work for the Quanta
Magazine, just as John Mason has done this year
because the magazine editor is a committee
post. Realistically if Quanta has failed to find a
permanent magazine edilor since 2004, what is

the chance of it doing so within the next six to
10 months? When John Gilpin steps down we can
anticipate a major Quanta Magazine crisis.

I wonder whether Quanta's present officers have
read and understood the Quanta constitution, be-
cause it is unequivocal on how the six year rule
applies to officers as distinct from ordinary com-
mittee members. John Gilpin is entitled to remain
in office until 2012 and even then a scenario
could arise where he could serve for a further
three years. (lf the Quanta officers want to check
this they should avoid getting confused by the
pleonastic oxymoron in clause 5.3 and iust simply
remember that "at' means 'at'. Not 'before', not
'after"nor even "on or after".)

Perhaps the most disturbing part of Quanta's
document and survey are some dodgy financial
statistics. Quanta accuses Jochen Merz of wan-
ting it both ways'
'He alfernates, in one breath, between reiecting
lan's proposition and putting forward an option
which would be very financially beneficial to QL
Today'

It then claims this financial benefit would be
between t4,000 and t5,000 per year

Jochen has made his position abundantly clear,

"QL Today and Quanta cannot become one
entity.. si,mply because l, Jochen, prefer to stay
independent"

However he suggests thal if people wanted to
press the matter he would be open to sug-
gestions and raised the possibility of using the
same construction that had previously been used

22 -H;:?-=-=*-



with the German QL club of providing a supple-
ment for club members. However this would be
modified to allow Quanta several pages in the
magazine which they could edil themselves. ln

return he would expect something like half the
Quanta income lrom subscriptions.

We cannot understand how Quanta claims this
would give QL Today a financial benefit of t4,000
to t5,000, a calculation that Quanta makes no
attempt to justify However we assume Quanta's
calculation is based on not a single one of its
members currently subscribing to QL Today.

Even more bizarrely Quanta claims a combined
Quanta and QL Today subscription would be
f43.50 UK, t49.54 Europe and 162.72 rest of the
world. ln practice at the full prices and exchange
rates being offered in the last issue of QL Today
these figures are approximately t41.50, t43.35
and 153.45 respectively.

Now let's look at the financial implications for
Quanta. Based on Quanta's financial reports for
2006 and 2007 the Quanta Magazine costs
aboui t1,380 to produce - t956 printing costs
and t424 postage {We cannot use the 2008
figures as only 3 magazines were published
during the year)

t1,380 is 46.2% of 2006 subscription income, 52%

oI 2047 subscription income and 62.1% of 2008
subscription income. The print run of the Quanta
Magazine is now so small that there is no longer
a direct relationship between size of membershrp
and the cost of the magazine. By falling mem-
bership Quanta pays less on postage and slightly
less for paper but slill has to pay the same
overheads to the printer We can expect the
magazine to continue to take up a higher and
higher proportion of Quanta's subscription in-

come, and, sooner or later Quanta will have to
face up to the implications of this.

Quanta's liggery-pokery over the cost of a mer-
ger between QL Today and the Quanta Magazine
detracts from what is its most powerful argument
against a merger Any merger would be so finan-
cially drsadvantageous to the majority of its
members thal many would leave Quanta.

The UK still has a large number of people who
make only a simple use of the QL, the so called
black box users, and they form a large proportion
of Quanta membership. These Ql-users are lust
not in QL Today's target readership group and,
were we to try to include them, then many of our
present readers would accuse us of dumbing
down the magazine.

QL 'lbday and Quanta are two distinct entities
with different aims and different membership or
readership. While it may seem attractive to merge
them in order to safeguard the luture of the QL
communityt in practice it would be almost
impossible to do.

The QL community particularly in the UK, is much
more diverse than many Ql'ers realise. A com-
mon mistake is to assume that most UK Ql-ers
are Quanta members, QL Today readers and a
participants in the Ql-users email group. This is
far from being the case and the number
subscribing to all three is relatively small.

Those who criiicise the Quanta Magazine's news
coverage as being iust a rehash of what has
already appeared on the QL-user's group - and
the same criticism could be made of QL Today -

should realise that there are readers of both
magazines that value this because they do not
themselves subscribe to the user group.

QL Today and the Quanta Magazine may be rival
publications, but that is a good thing. Competition
helps to keep standards high and at QL Today
we have often said a strong Quanta Magazine
would be good for us.

ln a recent email to me John Gilpin, who is now
the sole editor of the Quanta Magazine wrote:
'l look forward to an informative and lively
exchange of views between our respecfive
publications. I have seen it said thal QUANTq
magazine refused to give you fhe right o{ reply
in recent issues. fhis should now na langer be
the case..'

At QL Today we have the fullest confidence in
John Gilpin as editor and Dilwyn Jones as news
editor of the Quanta Magazine, and ideally would
like to see both of them continue in post for a
few more years. Obviously before long Quanta
will have to look at the finances of the magazine,
but first priority should be a check of clauses 5.2,

5.3 and 5.4 of the Quanta constitution.

fJochens comment: I have not pnnted the
survey here as I feel we do not wanl to cover
half of this issue with Quanta related matlers. I
am aware thal these matlers are also positive
and promising and the 2000 words were
promised, and all of lhis affects more or less all
of us Qlers.lf you wish as you have nol seen
it and find it missing fo get the full
underslanding,l am happy to print it in the next
issue.J
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It is easy enough to rename a file using the TK2 command RENAME. But various curious gs come
to light if you try to rename a file inside an assembler program,

The underlying routine in RENAME is the Trap n3 rouline IOF-RNAM with D0 = $4D.

The manual remarks' "This trap does not work on every device, especially not on MDV on an

unexpanded QL'. This trap is called by setting the timeout in D3IV the channel lD of the file whose
name is to be altered in A0 and the pointer to the new name in A1.

The implementation of this trap for a particular device forms part of that device's driver Thus it turns
out that for a RAM directory the form of open inherent in the channel lD can be OPEN, OPEN-NEW or
OPEN*OVER. These are the forms of open with D3 being 0, 2 and 3 respectively for the Trap n2

routine IO-OPEN.

lf the directory is either FLP or WIN only OPEN is allowed. lf the file was opened by OPEN-NEW or
OPEN*OVER lhe error "write protected" is signalled.

For DOS directories, which are used in QPC2, renaming is not allowed.

I was faced recently with the problem that I had to rename a file which had been opened by
OPEN-OVER (03 = 3). My program had to work whether the device was RAM, FtPWIN or DOS" My
solution was lhis.

1. Find the position of lhe original file. By that I mean find where the next byte would be read lrom or
written to in the file.

2. Open the new file.

3. Move the position of the first file to the start.
4. Copy a block from the original file to a buffer
5. Write the bytes fetched to the new file.

6. Test the old file for EOF
7. lf not EOF go to 4.

B. Rewind the new file to the old file's original position.
9. Delete the originalfile.

The result is as if lhad used IOF-RNAM with the exception that A0 now contains the new channel lD.

The code to do this is in the subroutine RNAM given below.

This uses two subroutines OPENFILE and DELETEFILE. These form part of the assembler GWASS
and were added to it in 1996 by Dave Walker These allow for the possible addition of DATAD$ to the
filename.

Renane a file
0n entry A0 = file ID

A1 -r new nAme
L2 -> a buffer
43 -r old filers name
D2.ll = buffer size

0n erit A0 = new ID

NA!{_nE0 REG Dt-6/At-6

RNAM:

; Store the registers to be used.
; Flnd and store DATAD$. It mlght be needed.
; Keep the Jnput lnfornation safe.

u0vlx'{.r NA!{_REG,-(A7)
UOVEQ #1,D0 Set
BSR SSI_.DP

only .

DATAD$



L1

; Now open a fl1e to the new nane

MOVEA.L A4,A0
M0VEQ #3,D3
BSR OPENFII,E
BNE EREXI?

MOVEQ #-L,D3
uovEQ #0,D0
I{OVEQ #FS-PoSRX,D0
BSn TT3
BEQ L1
CMPI.W #-10,D0
BNE EREXIT
I,{0VE.L D1rD6

EXC A6,A0
!,lovEQ #-t,D3
BSR SET-3EC
Mow.u D1,D2
MOVEA.L A',A1
uovEQ #ro*Fsrnc,D0
BSn ff3
M0VE.L' D!,Dz
MovE.t D0,D5
BEQ CPy2
cl,tPr. F #-10rD0
BNE EREXIT
aKG A6,A0
MOVEA.L A',A1
I'{OVEQ #I0JSTRG,D0
BSB TT3
BNE EREXIT
EXG 46,A0
TST.L D5
BEQ CPY

MovgA.L A1,A4
l,tovEA.L A2,L5
MoVEA.L A0,L6
I,{OVE"W D2,D1

; Flnd the f1lers posltlon

-) new file nane
-> buffer
ID of o1d file
length of buffer

to fj.nd posltlon
find the relatlve positlon
rto Trap #3 and. check D0
oo error
EOF?
..no
keep positlon ln D6

open_over

A0 = old ID: A6 = new ID

set old file to start
size of . .
. . buffer

reaal a block fron the old fl1e
bytes fetched
error code
no er]3or
was lt EOF? .
..no
A0 = new ID: 46 = old ID
-> buffer
send the nunber of bytes fetehed

o1d ID: 46 = new ID

cantt be so get another block

new ID
positlon
set o1d positlon in new file
no err9r
was it EOF?

..no!
no error

return wlth A0 = new fD

; Now A0

; We set
is ID of new file: A6 ls ID of o1d flLe
the o1d file to its beginnlng and copy it to the new

CPY

CPYa

t
; Nolt
,
CPYl

,
; Set the new filers positlon
t

A0=

:':'

close the old fl1ers channel and delete lt

MOVEQ #IO_CIGSE,DO
TRAP #2
I,{OVEA.L A3rA0
BSR DXI,gIAFIIE
BNE EREXIT1

old file's nane

UOVEA.L
MovE.t
BSR

BEQ

CUPI.U
BIIE

EXIT1 MOVEQ

EREXIT UOVn,I.I
RTS

A6,L0
D6rD1
SET-BEG1
EREXIT
#-10,D0
EREXIT
#0,D0
(A7)+,NA{*nEG



SET_3EG M0VEQ

SET_.BEG1 l.toVEQ

TT3 TRAP

TST.L
nTs

#0,DL
#FS_POSAB,D0

#3
DO

GW_rJr{1_ASM

posltlon 0
set the absolute position

,
t
,
,

Routines added to GI{ASS assembler by Dave l{alker

STRING HANDLING

Useful string handling routlnes.

- These are based on C68 C style routlnes adapted to handle QL strlngs.
- Pararneters are passed on the stack.
- All registers are preserved.
- The ca111ng routlnes nust tldy the stack.

; Copy a QL string
; 1(lz) = Target
; 8(nz) = source

QSTRCPY
save registers used
Target address
Source address
Length to copy
Copy length field
Renove 1f NULL byte at end wanted
Copy a byte
loop untll finlshed
restore saved reglsters

Concatenate a QL strlng onto another one
1(tz) = Target
8(lz) = source

qSTRCAT

I'{OVEII{.L
!,10v8.L
MovE.t
!,tow.u
MovE.1.I
BNA

qSTRCPYI MOVE.B

OSTRCPY2 DBRA

MOVEI{.L
RTS

D0IA0*A1,-(A7)
u+l+({l),Al
L2+8(A7),A0
(Ao),Do
(lo)+, (nr)+
QSTNCPY2
(ro)+,(lr)+
DO,OSTRCPY1
(A7)+,D0IA0-A1

Copy a QL string wlth marinun length check
l{M).L = Target
8(A7).t = Source
12(AT).1{ = Marirnun length

Target address
Source address
get old length
Calculate new length
Store new length
Reset to old length
sklp over current data
get length to copy

Target address
... copled to A2
Source address
Marinun length
Length to copy
Clear target length

Cheek nax length not reached
If so exit innedlately

li{ovEu.L D0IA0-A1,-(A7)
1,10v8.f, 72+1(A7),LL
I,{OVE.L 12+8(A7),A0
MovE.I'l (A1),D0
ADD.lr (A0),D0
u0vE.lr D0,(nr)+
su8.!f (lo),oo
ADDA.tt D0,A1
!.t0VE.I'l (A0)+,D0
BRA qSTRCPI2

,
t
,
,

QSTRNCPY
M0vE!,1.L D0-D1/A0-A2,-(AZ)
UgVE.L 20+/*(AZ),A1
l,lOVE.L A!,42
ilovE.L 20+8(A7),A0
uovE.Id 20+12(A7),Dl
MovE.!{ (A0)+,D0
clR.r,r (m)+
BRA QSTRNCPT2

QSTnNCPYI Cl,lP.r{ (A2),D1
BEQ OSTRNCPY3



ADDQ.ItI
ttow.B

QSTRNCPY2 DBRA

6STRNCPY3 l,IoVEil.L

#L,(A2)
(no)+, (lr)+
D0,QSTRNCPY1
(A7)+,D0-D1 /A0-A2

; Update length
; ... and eopy byte
; Loop until finished

RTS

Concatenate a QL string onto another one wlth naxlnurn length cheek
1(M) = Target
8(A7) = Source

SSTRNCAT
M0VEIT{.t D0-D1,/A0-A2,-(A7)
M0VE.L 2g+l+(!il),Al ; Target address
!,IOVE.L AlrA2 ; eopied to A2
l,t0VE.L 20+S(A7),A0 ; Source address
l,{ovfi.ll 20+12(A7),D1 ; Ir{arinun length
l.tOV8.!I (A1)+,D0 ; Exlstlng length
ADDA.I{ D0rA1 ; Sklp over source length
MOW.U (A0)+,D0 ; Length to copy
BnA 0STRNCPY2 ; Join OSTRNCPY code

r,ILE HANDTING

Frlendly verslons of file openy'delete that will
allor use of TI€ dlrectories in names.

These routlnes assule that the paraneters have been set up
for the respectlve TRAP #2 eall. They can then be ca1led
in place of the TRAP #2 routlne.

; l{hen we 0PEN a f1le ve want to try the open in
; the fol}owlng sequence of events:
t - The nane exaetly as supplied
t * If that fai1s, the name wlth the DATA-USE directory
; added to the frrcnt.
i - If that falls, and we are dolng a read the nane wlth
; the PR0G-USE added to the front. lle do not do thls
; with I{RITE types of open as we only want those in the
i current dlrectory if a patb is not expllcltly specified.

OPENFILE
l.IovEQ #ro_oPElI,Do
MoVEQ #*L,D7
M0VEM.r, DA/A},-(A7) ; Save nane pointer

; lJe start by trying the nane exactly as passed

TRAP #2 ; Try operatlon
IST.L D0 ; 0K?
BEQ OPENEXIT ; YES, junp

; If we failed with the flrst try, we now want
; to try with the DATA-USE directory added

uovEM.L (A7),D0lA0
BSR DI,IA_USE
TRAP #2
TST.I DO

BEQ OPENEXIT

; restore saved registers

; If the DATA-USE did not work and we are
i attenptlng to read a fi1e, then try the
; PR@-USE as we11.

cuPr.B #1,D3
BGT OPENEXI?
!.IovEt{.L (lz),ooAo
BSN PROG*USE

TRAP #2

; 0PEN-IN ?

i ... N0, then glve up
; restore saved reglsters



I{hen se DELETE a fl1e we want to try the delete in
the followlng seguence of events:

- The nane exact\r as supplled
- If that falls, the nane with tbe DATA*USE directory

added to the front.

DEI,ETNFII,E
M0VEQ #r0_-DEIET,D0
uovEQ #-L,Dt
Ii{OlIEI't.L DA/DL/A0,-(A7) ; Save reglsters

; I.Ie start by trying the narne exact\r as passed

TRAP #2
TST.I, DO

BEQ DEI,EXIT

; Try operatlon

; If we falled rlth the flrst try, we now want
; to try wlth the DATA-USE dlrectory added

OPENEXIT ADDA.I{ #2X1,L7
TST.I DO

RTS

M0VEM.L (t'.t),tottt/to
BSR DATA_USE
TRAP #2

DEI,EXIT ADDA.If #3X1,A?
TST.L DO

RTS

; Tenove saved values
; set eondltion cocle

; restore savecl reglsters

; remove saved values
; set conditlon code

i Target

; Remove pararneters
; ilax length
; Source
; Target

I Renove paraneters
; set A0 to new fllenane

; Get the DATA-USE va1ue, and bulld up a nane
; whlch has thls at the front followe<l by the
; userts name and try that.

DATA_USE PEA

DATA_USE1 PEA

BSN

ADDQ.L
l.{ovE.tt
l,10VE.L
PEA

BSR

ADDA.I.'
I"EA

RTS

DATAD

TI€_BUFFER

QSTRCPY
#8,A7
#50,-(M)
A0,-(A7)
TI€_BUFEER
SSTRNCAT
#L0,A7
TI€-BUFFER,AO

; Get the PR0G.-USE value, and builil up a nane
; whlch has thls at the front followed by the
; users nane and try that.

PROG-USN PEA
BRA

PROOD

DATA_USE1

i lt 
"rrtry 

D0.B = 0 for set both DATAD and PR0GD

i = 1 for set DATAD and zero PROGD

; No reglsters are used

sET*rP M0VEI,{.L W-2@1/A0-1,-(A7)
[0VE.B D0,D4 ; Set code to D4.B
MOVEQ #UT-INF,D0 ; Find system variables address
TRAP #T
uOVE.L SV-DATA(A0),-(A7) ; Address of DATAD$ . .
BEQ SET-!P1 ; . If zero no DATAD$
PEA DATAD ; Address for DATAD$
BSR QSTRCPY ; Copy it there
ADDQ.L #8,L7 ; Tldy the staek
B8A SET-.DP2

SET-!P1 ADDQ.L #1,A7 ; Tidy the stack



tEA DATAD,AI i Set a zero . .
cm.!r (A1) ; .DATAD

SET-!P2 TS|.B D1 ; Test for PROGD$ to be set
BNE SET--DP3 ; zero PR0GD
uovE.L SV-PR0G(A0),-([Z) ; Address of PR0GD$ .
BEQ SET-!P4 r If zero no PR00D$
PEA PR0GD ; Address for PR@D$
BSR 0STRCPY i Copy lt there
ADDQ.I #8,A? , Tldy the stack
BNA SET-DP5

SET_DP4 ADDQ.L #1,{l , tidy the stack
SET--DP3 i.EA PR0GD,Al ; Set a zero . .

cm.u (A1) ; PROGD

RTS

DATAD

PROGD

TK2_BUFFER

DS.}T
DS.II
DS.W

29
29
29

All characlers printed lo the QL screen use the same characler space on the screen. The letters W
and M for example may take the same space as the normally narrower letters such as I or the number
1. The QL fonts are called 'fixed pitch" because of this. Text in books or newspapers generally vary
the widths and spacings depending on the character in question, so that a W or M or 0 can take as
much space as they need, whereas narrower characters such as an"i"need take no more space than
they need. This is called Proporlional Spacing, where each character can take only as much space
across a line as it needs.

Standard QDOS and SMSQ/E do not include
support for proportionally spaced fonts, although
one or two programs such as Text 87 and the
ProWess/Proforma systems do.

Here is a fairly shorl listing which gives a BASIC
procedure to give a limited form of proportional
spacing printing from SuperBASlC or SBASIC.

Figure 6 - Proportional printing using OL font

100 REHark Proportlonal Spaclng printing
110 REl.lark by Dl1wyn Jones Sep. 1997
t20 :
130 REMark set up the proportlonal spaclng data for a glven ehannel
1/*0 SetupJroportlonal #1
L5A :
160 cis
170 t$ = 'ABCDEFGHIJKIUNOPQFST{fiIWXIZ abedefghiJklnnopqrstuvwryz L2315678901
180 PRINT rUsing Normal Prlnt Spaclng:'\t$\\ : REMark using nornal font
190 :

200 REl,lark prlnt sa.me strlng uslng proportional data
210 PropJrint #1rrUslng Proportional Print Spacing: I : PRfNT
220 PropJrlnt #1,t$ : PRIM \\ : REMark newlines
230 :
2/+0 S?0P
250 :

260 DEFine PR0Cedure PropJrint (channelrstr$)
270 L0Ca1 char
280 FOR char = 1 T0 LEN(str$)
290 REMark change 10 ln next line to 20 for CSIZE double beight
300 CHAR-INC #cbanne1, propl ( CODE ( str$ ( cirar) ) ) , 10

$cd€fqh i jk torEp$stuwUz 123l$Zg96



3LO PRINT #channel,str$(char);
320 END FOR ehar
330 CSIZE #0,0,0 : RIMark restore standard spacing
3/'0 EllD DEFine PropJrint
350 z

360 DEFlne PR00edure SetupJroportional (channel)
3?A tOCal addrrcharrwidef, actfi ,ncLf6 r\c2Srnc2fr ,blt,byte
380 :

390 fontl . CIIANJ(#channe1,12) : REMark font 1 address
400 font2 = CflANJ(#channel,16) : REMark font 2 address
410 :
120 DIM propf(255) : R$lark proportlonal spacing data
130 lcL$ = PEEK(font1) : REl.lark lowest character code
140 ne]rS = PflEK(font1+1) : REMark nunber of charecters -
150 Lc2S - PtrEK(font2) : REMark lowest character code
160 nc2S = PEEK(font2+1) : REMark nunber of eharacters -

Srrq lwmr rL rqrEa
IBCoEFGI{IJ(LtiloFoRSTqf,Dffz obcdafdr( jklms5ttlwgz t?s45r.7a*

kiE Plogstisd 0[- Fsl:
tCoE gft$fl@0B$IGn#Yad{dtfd*$eDFtElwlrz 1234567899

]ock to it{dsd ffit:
ilCIEFE+ll,r(Lllll0FWni.qSftZ dcdefdr( jktihopqetwlqE 1234567899

in font 1
1 in font 1

in font 2
1 in font 2

Figure 6 shows a sample output from this program.
Although it provides a degree ol proportional

spacing, the font is not really designed for
proportional spacing printing, so the output does
not look that different to standard printing. Figure 7
shows the output of Listing 9, which seeks to
improve output by using a purpose-made QL font
held in DATA statements at the end of the program.
As you can see, it is a bit more effective.

Figure 7 Sample oulpul using a Proportional Spacing font

170 :
/r80 FOR char = \etfi T0 1c1$+nc19lr]-.e2fi+L TO 1c27+nc2fi
190 IF char < = lelf+nc1f mnU
j00 addr = fontl+(9*(cnaylclfi))+2

'LO 
EISE

52O addr = font2+(9x(cnar*tc2f))+2
530 END IF
51O widet = 8 : REMark default is tulL width char in cslze 1,0
550 FoR blt - 1,2,1,8,t6,32,61+,L28
560 FOR byte = addr+O T0 addr+8
570 rr (PEEK(byte) && blt) (, 0 TIIEN

580 propl(char) = widel
,90 IF propf,(ehar) < 2 THEN propf(char) = 2
600 ExrT bit
610 END IF
620 END FOR byte
630 ridef = wldef, - t
610 END FOR bit
610 IF propi(char) , 2 THEN propf(char) = 2 : RE]lark spaces=2 plxels
660 END FOR char
670 :

680 RIMark other cbaracters default to lowest character in fontl
690 FOR char = 0 T0 LcLS-2,Lc2fi+ne2%+t T0 255 : prop/(char) = propfl(lcl$)
700 END DEFine SetupJroportlonal

100 RF,!{ark Proportiona} Spaclng printing
110 RE!{ark by Dl1wyn Jones Sep. 1997
t20 :

130 REMark set up an exanple font (proportional version of QL font)
140 Setup-Proportional
150 :

160 CIS
170 t$ = TABCDEFGHIJKLIT{N0PQRSTUWIXYZ abcdefghljklnnopqrstuwryz L2J15675901
180 PRINT 'Uslng Nornal Qt Fonts:'\t$\\ : REMark using normal font
190 :
200 REilark print sane strlng using proportlonal font
210 CHAR*USE #lrfontlrfont2 : REl.lark swltch #1 to new font
220 PropJrint #1r'Uslng Proportional QI, Font: t : PRfM



230 PropJrlnt #1rt$ : PRIM \\ : REMark newlines
?l*0 :

250 CHAR-USE #L,A,0 : REllark back to default font and reset spacing
260 RECHP fontl : REMark release heap memory used by above fonts
270 :

280 PRINT tBack to standaril font: r\t$
290 :

3OO STOP

310 :

320 DEFine PR0Cedure PropJrlnt (channel,str$)
BA L0Ca1 char
310 FOR char * 1 T0 tEN(str$)
350 CHAR-INC #channel,propf(C0DE(str$(ctrar))),r0
360 PRINT #channel,str$(char);
37O El,lD FOR char
38O CSIZE #0,010 : REMark restore stantlard spaclng
390 END DEFlne PropJrint
400 :

410 DSFine PBooedure SetupJroportional
12O REllark lf using NIF!{./JS/,I/IG ltunit locals to 9 only!
l-30 L0Ca1 fontl length,font2-1ength,addr, char,widet
Irl+O L0Ca1 1c1tr,neLlrle2%,ne2{,bj.t,byte,a
150 :

160 REMark nfontf and nfont2r' nust be kept global to al1ou font
l+70 REllark swltching and to be able to release the heap block later
/+80 RESTORI 1000 : READ lc1l,nc1{
/9A REST0RE 2000 : BEAD Lc2fi,nc2%
500 :

,10 fontl*lengibh = 11+(9*nct*) : IF (fontl-length MOD 2)=1 TIIEN fontl-length =
52O font2-length = 11+(9xne2%) | IF (font2-length MOD 2)=1 TIIEN font2-length =
530 :

,lr} fontl = A1CHP(fontllength+fontllength)
5r0 font2 = fontl + fontl-length
560 REST0ffi 1000 : REMark get font 1 data
,7O FOR a = 0 T0 11+(9xncLfi)-L: RSAD wldef : p0KE fontl+a,wldef
584 RESTORX 2000 : REMark get font 2 data
,9O FOR a = 0 T0 11+(9xnc2r)-t: READ wldef, : pOKE font2+a,wldei
600 :

610 DIl,[ prspl(255) : RE]lark proportional spacing data
620 REMark Lc]:f - PEEK(font1) : REI{ark 1o$est character code ln font 1
630 REMark nctft = PEEK(font1+1) : REMark nunber of characters - 1 in font 1
610 REMark Le2fr = PEEK(font2) : BEMark lowest character code in font 2
610 RE!{ark nc2[ = PEEK(font2+1) : REMark nunber of characters - 1 in font 2
6fi0:-
670 FOR char = LcIfi T0 1c1t+nc1%,Ie2[+L TO Le2fr+ne2%
680 fF char <= lc1$+ne1t THEN

69A addr = fontl+(9x(cnar-1c1i))+2
700 ErsE
?tO addr = font2+(!*(eirar-1c2$))+2
720 END IF
730 wldel = 8 : REMark default is fu11 wldth char in cslze 1,0
710 FoR blt = 1,2,1,8,!6'32r61+rt28
7r0 FOR byte = addr+0 T0 addr+8
760 rF (PEEK(byte) && blt) (, 0 THEN

?70 propf(ehar) = wideI
?80 IF propl(chat) , 2 THEN prop$(char) - 2
?90 EXrr blt
8OO END IF
810 END FOR byte
820 rldet = widef, - 1
83O EJ'ID FoR bit
840 IF propt(cirar) , 2 THEN propi(char) = 2 : REI{ark spaces=2 pixels
850 END FOR char
860 :
870 REMark other characters default to lowest character in fontl
880 FOR char = 0 T0 LcL$-2,Ic2ft+ne2i+t TO 255 : prppfr(char) = propf(1c1f)
890 END DEFlne SetupJroportlonal
900 :

fontLlength+1
font2-length+1



910 REl,tart data for proportional font 1
920 :
1000 DATA 31,96
1010 DATA 81, l+0, 81, 10,81'10, 8lr, /+0,81
1020 DATA 0r0r0r0r0,0,0r0r0
1030 DATA 64,61r,61,61,61,0,61,0,0
1040 DATA 80r8010,0,0,0,0,0,0
10ro DATA 10,10,!21,10,L21,1O,10,0,A
1060 DATA 56 r80 r80,56,20,20 156,0,0
1070 DATA 72,72,!6,16,32,72 172,0,0
1080 DATA 32 r8A r80,32,81,72 152,0 r0
1090 DATA 61,61+ r0,0,0r0r0r0r0
1100 DATA 32,61,61 161+ 161r,61,3210,0
1110 DATA 61,32,32,32,32,32,61,0,0
1120 DATA L6,81,16,76,56,81,L6,0,0
1130 DATA A,32 r32 rL72 r32,32,0,0,0
11/+0 DATA 0,0,0,0r0'96 196'32,&
1150 DATA 0,0,0r1201010,0,0,0
1160 DATA 0,0,0,0r0r96196 r0,0
1170 DATA 1,1,9 1]:6,32,61,61r,0,0
1180 DATA 16,68,76,81,tA},68,56,0,0
1190 DATA 32,96,32,32,32,32,32,0,0
1200 DATA 18,?2 18,8,L6 r32 rL20 r0,0
1210 DATA l+8,72,8,!6,8,72118,0'0
1220 DATA 8 r24'l+A,72,120'8'8, 0, 0
1230 DATA 120 161,L12r8,8,72,18 r0,A
1240 DATA 16,32,61,It2,72,72,18,0,0
7250 DATA 720,8,8, L6 r32,61,61,0 r0
1260 DATA 18,72 172,48,72,72,18 r0 r0
1270 DATA 19,72,72,56 r8 rL6,96,0,A
1280 DATA 0,A,95 196 rA 196,96,0,0
1290 DATA 0,A,96,96,0,96,96,32,&
1300 DATA 8,L6,32'61r,32'!6,8'A,A
1310 DATA A,0,!20,0,!20,0,0,0,0
1320 DATA 61,32,16,8,1:6,32,61,0,A
1330 DATA 18 r72 r8 rL6 r32,0,32 r0,0
13l+0 DATA T6'68'92'81,92,61,56,0,0
1310 DATA 18 r72 r',12, 120,72,72,'.12,0,0
1360 DATA LL2 r72 r72, L72,72,72,t72 r0 r0
1170 DATA /18'?2'61,61. r&,72,118,0,0
1380 DATA t12 r72 r72 r72,72,72, tU,0 r0
1390 DATA 120, 61,61, L72,61, 61,720,0,O
1400 DATA 120,61,61,1L2,61,&,6/,,A,A
1410 DATA 18,72,61,61,88,72,16,0,0
1420 DATA 72,72,72,t20 r72,72,72,0,A
1430 DATA LL2,32,32,32,32,32, L72,0,0
1440 DATA L6,L6 r!5, L6,L6,80,32,0 r0
1450 DATA 72r72 r80 196r80,72r72 r0 r0
1460 DATA 61,61,61r'61'61,61,L20'0'0
1470 DATA 68,!08,81,68,68, 68, 68, 0, 0
1480 DATA 72 r72, 701,88 r72,72,72 r0 r0
14go DATA 56,68,68,68,68,68,56,0,A
1100 DATA L12,72,72, tl2 161 161,6lr r0,0
1110 DATA 56,68,68,68,81,72,52,0,0
1520 DATA LL2 172,72, !72 196,80,72,0 r0
1130 DATA 18 r72 16lr'18'8,72,18'0,0
1540 DATA 121, L6, !6, L6,L6, L6, !6 rO,A
1r5o DATA 72 r72 r72 r72 r72,72,19,0 r0
1560 DATA 68,68,68,68,68,10,L6,0,0
1570 DATA 68,68,68,68,84,81,1.0,0,0
1580 DATA 68 168'l+0'16,10,68'68'0 r0
1590 DArA 68,68,10,L6,16,76, L6,A,0
1600 DATA t20 rg, L6 r32 161,61,t20 r0 r0
1610 DATA 96,61,61+,61,61,d",96,0,0
1620 DATA 61,61,32,16,8,1,1,0,0
1630 DATA 96,32,32,32,32,32,96,0,0
1640 DATA 32,8A,0,0,0r0r0r0,0
1550 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,a1121 ,0
1660 DATA L6, 10, 32, L12,32,32, t2A,0,0

1670 DATA 0,0,10,88 r72, 88140,0, 0
1680 DATA 61,61,112,72,72,72,!U,0,0
1690 DATA 0 rA r56,Q" 164 rUn 156,0,0
1700 DATA 8,8,56,72 r',12,72, 56,A,0
1710 DA?A 0 r0 r18,72 1120,61, 56,0,0
1720 DArA !6,10,32,L12,32,32,32,0,A
1730 DATA 0 r0,56,72,'.12 r72, 16,8,/+8
17lr0 DATA 61,61,t72,72,72,72,72,0,0
1750 DATA 61,0,61, 61,61,61, 64, 0,0
1760 DATA 32,0,32,32,32,32,32,32,61
1770 DATA 61,&,72,80,96,80,72,0,0
1780 DATA 6lr'61,61'61 r&,64 r4r,0,A
fl90 DATA 0,0,101+,84,81r'84'81'A'0
1800 DATA 0 r0 r1U,72 r72 r72 r72 r0,0
1810 DATA 0,0,56,68,68,68,r5,0,0
1920 DATA 0 r0 1712 172,72 r72, ],72, 61, 6l+

1830 DATA 0,0,56 172,72,72 156 r8 r8
1840 DATA 0,0, 80, 10/+, 61,& 161 r0 rO
1850 DATA 0,0,18 161,18,8,48,0,0
1860 DATA 32,32,112,32,32,32,L6,0,0
1970 DATA 0 r0,72,72,72,72 156,0,0
1880 DATA A r0 r72 r72 r'.72,18 r!6,A r0
1890 DATA 0,A,68,68,68, 84,4.0,0, 0
1900 DATA 0,0,80,32,32132,80,A,0
1910 DATA 0,0 r72,72 r72 r72 156,8 r18
1920 DA?A 0 r0 1120 rL6,32 161, 12A,0,A
1930 DATA L6,32,32,&,32,32,L6,0,0
1g4o DATA 61,61,61, 61, 61,61,61, o, o
1gr0 DATA 61,32,32,!6,32,32,61+,0,0
1950 DATA 40,80,0r0,0,0,0,0r0
1970 DATA 56,68,92,LA0,92,68,16,0,0
1980 :

1990 REMark data for proportio$a1 f,ont 2
2000 DATA U7,6t,
2010 DATA gl+,10,81,10,81r,10,81,10,81,
2020 DATA 72 r0 r10,88 r72, 88, l+0 r0 r0
2030 DAIA 10,80,0,56,72,88,1+0 r0,0
20/10 DATA t6'10'16,16,72'88'40'0'0
2050 DATA L6,32,18,72, 120,61,16,0,0
2060 DATA 68,0, 56,68,68,68,56, 0,0
2070 DATA 20,40,0,16,68,68,16,0,0
2080 DATA 0 rA,60,76'81r,L00,L20'0,0
2090 DATA 72 r0,0 r'.72 r72 r72, 56 r0 r0
2100 DATA 0 r0 156,& 161 rQ" rr6,L6'32
2110 DATA 1r0,80,0,L12 172'72,72'0'0
2120 DATA 0,0,120,20,56 r80 160 r0 r0
2L30 DATA 0, 0,40, 84, 88,80, 14,0,0
2140 DATA L6,32,10,88,72,88,10,A,0
2110 DATA 64,32,10,88,72,88,10,A,0
2160 DATA 16,10 r0 156,72,88, 10 rA rO
2170 DATA 72,0,18,72,72A,61,56,0,0
2180 DATA 61,32,18,72, L20,61,56,A,0
2190 DATA L6,10,18,72, 72A,61,16,0,0
2200 DATA 80 r0 r0,32 r32 r32 116 rA r0
2210 DATA 32,51,0,61,61,61,32,0,0
2220 D^tA 61,32,0,32,32,32, !6, 0,0
2230 DATA 32,8O, 0,32,32,32, ]:6, 0,0
2210 DATA g, !6, 56,69,69, 69, 56, 0 ro
22ro DLTA 32,L6, 56, 68, 68,68, 56,0,0
2260 DATA L6, l+0,0, 56 168 168, 56 r0,0
2270 DLTA. L6 r32 r72,72,72,72 r 16,A, A

2280 DATA 32,16,72,72,72,72,56,A,0
2290 DATA L6 r10,0,72,72,72 156 rA r0
2300 DATA 18 172172,80,72,72 r8A 161 161
2310 DATA 0,!6,16,80,80, 80, 56, 16, 0
2320 DATA 68, 68, 10, L6, t21, 16, 56,0,0
2330 DATA 61,32,0,0 r0r0r0r0,0
2310 DLTL 68, L6, 10,68, 121, 68,68,O, o
2350 DMA 20,10,1:6,10,68,U1,68,0,0



2360 DATA 16, 10, L6, 10, 68, L2l+,68,0,0
2370 DATA. 8, L6,t20, 61, 720, 61,L20,0,0
2380 DATA 68,16,68,68,68,68,56,0,0
2190 DATA 20,10,56,68,68,68, 56,0,0
2400 DATA 12,68,76,81, 100, 68, 88, 0, 0
2410 DATA 72,0 r?2 r72,72 r72 r49 r0 r0
2120 DAJ'A 18'72 161'61+'61+,72 r18, !6' 32
2l+30 DATA 56,0 168' L00,81,76,68 r0,0
2110 DNIA 6A,72 r72, r21,72,72,',16,0,0
2110 DMA 60 r72,72 176,72,72,60,0,0
2160 DMA 0,0,36 r88,72,99 136,0,0
2170 DATA 16,68,61,16,68,68,56,0,0
2/*80 DATA 56,68'68,121' 68'68, 56,0,0
2490 DATA 96, L6, t6, 16, 1r0,72, 68,0,0
2500 DATA 0,0,72,72 r72, L01 188,64,61
2510 DATA 0, 0,60, 104, 10,1+0, /r0,0,0

2120 DI{IA L6, !6, 56,81 r81+,81, 56, L6, t6
2530 DATL 61,0,6/r,61,61,61,61,0,o
2r1o DATA !6,0,L6,32,61,68,56,0,0
2550 DATA 21, 36, L72, 32, L12, 36, 21, A, A
2560 DLTA 56,68,64,56,68,56,1,68, 56
2r7A DATA 0 168 116,68,68 156,68 r0,O
2580 DATA 0'2O'/+0'80 r1+A,20,A,O,0
2190 DATA 0, 80, /+0, 20140, 80, 0, 0, 0
2600 DATA 32,80,32,0,0,0,0,0,0
2610 DATA 0,16,0,121,0, 16,0, 0, 0
2620 DATA 0,0,L6,19 1721 r19, L6,0,A
2630 DNIA 0,0'L6,21'Ul+ r21, 16,0,0
26/10 Dt$A 0, L6, 16, 721 rL6, L6, L6, 16 r0
2650 DATA 0, L6,L6, L6,16, 121, 56, L6,O

ln listing 9, the D/ilA statements from line 1000 onward hold the data for the lower system font, while
the DATA slatements lrom line 2000 onward hold data for the upper system font. Taken together: both
set up the two QL system founts to hold suitable characlers for proportionally spaced print output.

The procedure called Setup-Proportional differs slightly in both programs, but basically is used to
generale an array of proportional spacing data for each character - how wide (in pixels) to print each
character ln listing 8, it takes its data from the existing QL font for the channel indicated by the
parameter for the procedure. lt uses the CHAN-L function from DIY Toolkit to locate the system fonts
and builds up a set of data in the array called prop%{) which controls how wide each character is to be
printed, The'FOR char"loop scans all characters from the rightmost pixel (bit 0) until it finds a sef (NK)
pixeland makes a note of this position in the prop%{}array This routine need only be called once for a
given channel., before printing to that channel.

Once it has been set up, printing is done by using the Prop-Print procedure. This has two parameters,
the channel number to be printed and a string to be printed. Note that if you want a newline to be
printed, you will either need to include a CHR${10) in the string, or add a blank PRINT statement
allerwards:

PropJrint #L, tHello t &CHR$( 10)

0r

PropJrlnt #L, 'Hellot : PRINT

Study the lines before the ST0P statement to see how to use the procedures. You need a call to
Setup-Proportional first to create the necessary data in the prop% array

lf using the special font in listing 9, you need a 'CHAR-USE nchanne| fontl,font2' command to set the
font for a given channel number

From there on, you can use the Prop-Print schannel,'string' command to print a string using
proportional spacing. This uses a separate CHAR-INC command to set the proportional spacing for
each character in turn, so printing is a bit slower than the usual PRINT commands. Also, it only works
lor CSIZE 0,0 in the current version - you willneed to vary the CHAR-INC values for different sizes of
text.

After proportional printing, you need to reset the character increment to normal full size text, either by
resetting the font or CHAR-INC schannel,6,10 for example. And of course, if you are using the special
proportional printing font of listing 9, your program needs lo release the heap space allocaled for the
new font with an RECHP command and reset the system fonl with CHAR-USE schannel,O,O to restore
everything back to normal.

I



Somehow, I thought I akeady wrote something
about the history and background of J-M-S. I

searched through the last 5 or 6 volumes of QL
Today - didn't find anything. I asked Geoff .. he
did not find anything or remembered that lwrote
something, so here w€ go:
J-M-S was founded shortly after my l8th brrthday
- there are too many restriclions in running a
company if you are under 18.

Howeve[ I did start computing in 1980 ... with the
ZXB0. At this time, my main hobby was building
model trains, landscape, houses, etc. A room in
my parent's house was used for it, and it was not
that small. I was already inlerested in computers,
but at this time, they were unffordable {CMB PETs

at big warehouses were the most interesting
item in the warehouses at this time for me).

Model lrains were much more affordable at this
tirne. Both situations have changed nowadays.
The very early bits in a short Suffimary: The
ZX80 was my first computer However there
were problems. So I bought a ZXB1 fairly soon
Which worked much better RAM pack was
required, ZX printer was ordered (and arrived
many, many months later). All sorts of gadgets
were bought - nothing working really reliable
(names like DK-tronics come to mind). Man\r
many programs were bought (Ultimate comes to
rnind), most of the things were ordered from the
UK. I did some things for Profisoft in Osnabr-ck,
but I soon went to the QL when it arrived.
After I bought the QL, I visited my first Microfair in
London, met several people and my first pro-
grams were sold by a UK company which disap-
peared several months after they started selling
(l don't remember the name ... something wilh
"Enterprise') . so no payment. Ultrasoft existed
and promised to sell the products. ln these days,
Ultrasoft consisted of Martin Berndt and David B.

Smith... but after some months they split as well
and I was having trouble again. I then remember
Anke Pabich from Dtjsseldorf sold my products,
and so did some others. Once again, products
were shipped, but more and more invoices re-
mained unpaid. No details, I forgot most of them. I

prefer to remember the positive.
Also, I was doing work for Andreas Budde of
ABC'Electronics over the years... and I remember
him very posilively as he always fulfilled his pro-
mises, paid invoices in time and I still have a

friendship with Andreas'. over all the years. So
many others came and went, but he is definitely

w,rc@M
a positive exception.
The model train had not been touched lor years
and had been stowed away shortly after I bought
the QL ... so the room became the guest room
for visitors.
I do not remember the years, I am compressing
many years ... but in the early 5 or 10 years of my
Qling time, lmade so many lourneys, met so ma'
ny nice people... there was always a QL show lo-
cally in the country or somewhere in the world. I

traveled with friends, or other members of the
German QL club (l was part of the editorial team
for some years)... and remember names like Albin
Hessler Oliver Fink, Stuart Honeyball .. all pro-
grammers which do not program for the QL any-
m0re.
I visited many people, and they visited me, stayed
in Duisburg, and we visited many QL Today
shows together Great times we had!

Iremember my first trip to the USA together with
Urs Konig - that was really great.
I remernber the visits to QJump in the UK and
later in France... great times, where problems
which were collected over the months were
fixed in a compressed, intense long weekend.
lremember all the enioyable car trips with Bernd
and Marcel to all the UK meetings.
The more I write here and the more lthink aboul
it, the more comes to mind. There are so many
stories which I remember thinking of meetings in

Austria, The Netherlands, ltaly France, Denmark,
Sweden (the eye problem which turned me into a
pirate), the ridiculous trip to Norway where I

picked up my first ATARI QL emulator), the funny
visit to Dilwyn together with Darren and Marcel,
great US trips with Jim and Roy and many many
other journeys.

I remember setting up my first BBS to support
the Qlers online with the help of Phil Borman and
Marco Holmer
I cannot go into details here, as ii would probably
fill an issue or more ... but I think I will write about
some of the most interesting and most funny
trips in future issues.
However thinking about all the 25 years, I have to
say that lmet many great people, got some great
friendships, enjoyed every year of it and never
regret to be part of the QL cornmunity.
The list of names, countries etc. is definitely
incomplete, but please forgive me. 25 years are a
long time, and I am getting older as well.
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So, I end this little trip into my history by saying
THANKS TO EVTRYBODY whom I learned to
know in all these 25 years, customers, show
organisers, friends ... I am really hoping to see
many of you again -at a forthcoming QL show {l

know, there are not that manylor a personal visit.
ps: after over 20 years, lam back enjoying model
trains again. There are wonderful exhibitions in

Hamburg, Berlin and round the corner
{modellbahnweltoberhausen.de {even with live
cams)... the Ruhrgebiet in the 60's and 70's in

miniature ,.. they had to declare being insolvent
recently, but I hope they will survive!lf you're near

the CentrO in Oberhausen, g0 and see them, it's
worth the trip). Locs nowadays come with a

digital decoder and can easily be controlled by
computers, but the situation is the opposite as it

was 25 ledrs sgo: now computers are dead
cheap, but model trains are ralher unaffordable.
I was hoping to get some short comments from
you when I placed the request on the QL users
group. lgot congratulations - thank you! lf you still
feel you would like to write something, maybe
about your first conlact to J-M-S etc., please do
so. Does lhe font used for "JMS is 25' on the
cover remind you of something..?

There could be a fifth columnist in the midst of
the QL community. A man who has pledged an

undying loyalty to the QL, but who seems to
have a touching faith in a product of a certain Mr
William Gates. I cannot reveal his true identity but,
as he is a Welshman, I shall preserve his anony-
mity by giving him that commonest of Welsh sur-
names, Mr Jones.
Readers will know that QL 

-fibday 
has long of-

fered Quanta 2,000 words in the magazine to
present their case. Mr Jones has responded to
this offer on Quanla's behalt and was very proud
of the fact that his article was exactly 2,000
words long. However my own check showed it
to be only 1,995 words and I sent him an email
rebuking him for his error Mr Jones was unrepen-
tant and assured me he was right because
Microsoft Word had told him so.
To my great consternation Jochen Merz backed
up Mr Jones saying that his version of Microsoft
Word also came out at 2,000 words. He softened
the blow by adding a smiley to his pronounce-
ment. I was grateful for this, but for the wrong
reason. I now have an excuse to go wildly off
topic in part of this article.
I do not possess Word and I did my word count in
Lotus Word Pro. Microsoft Works and Quill also
come out at 1,995 words, but the other QL word
processors differ Perfection makes it 2,002 and
TextBT 2,001. My own Style-Check program
comes out at 2,003. Armed with the knowledge
that no other word processor agreed with
Word's word count I triumphantly emailed Mr
Jones, "Gotcha!'.

It does not surprise me that different word pro-
cessors give a differenl word count for this docu'
ment. What does surprise me is that the diffe-
rence between the highest and lowest word

count is only B words, and that three word pro-

cessors came out with the same value of 1,995
words. The moral of this tale is that word counts
in word processors are estimates - albeit in mosl
cases good estimates. lt is well nigh impossible
to make an accurate word count by computer
and I suspect, although I have noi researched
this, that word counts of technical documenls
may show the greatest differences between
word processors.
I learnt a lot about the problems of counting
words when I wrote Style-Check. Much of the
work of style checkers is done by statistics and
thus you need accurate ways of calculating the
number of words and syllables and the length of
words in a document. lt is far more difficult than
first impressions suggest, and shortly after relea-
sing Style-Check I tweaked the word count rou-
tines lo make them approximate to the word
counts given by TextBT, which many regard as
being the most professional QL word processor:
The simplest and crudest way of making a word
count is to count the number of spaces in a
document. However this will only give an appro-
ximate result as it does not take into account the
idiosyncrasies of different writers. Sometimes
there will be more than one space between
words. ln the early days, when fixed font widths
were the norm, some word processors used
spaces for tabs. There are writers who do not
leave a space between sentences or after a
punctuation mark. And in most word processors
there is a Line Feed instead of a space at the
end of each line. You thus have to count spaces,
punctuation marks and Line Feeds and then write
routines to check that you have not double
counted. lncidentally are brackets - of all types -

punctuation marks?



There can also be a problem with both soft and
hard hyphens. Mosl of us would say that"co-opt'
is one word, but is 'ink-well' one word or two? lt
would be an onerous job to write a routine to
distinguish between the two, and instead you
choose either one or the other for all hyphens.
Most people quickly suggest this as one of the
reasons for differences in the word count bet-
ween word processors, but there are many
others. 'Can'|" is short for "cannot' which is one
word, but 'don't" is short for "do not" which is
two. Again it would be difficult to write a routine
to distinguish between the two. lf I am a VIP and I

have lust got angry in public and told someone
to "bugger off" it might get reported in the pa-
pers. Some iournalists would use the term itsell
which has two words, but others would prefer
the form"b*gg*r off" which would be 4 words in
a word count unless you wrote a routine for this.
Nearer home there are the QL filenames. ls
"program-bas"one word or two? And how would
we count the PC equivalent 'program.bas"?

Almost certainly two words unless we wanted to
write another complicated exception routine.
Numbers are an even bigger problem. Are num-
bers to be treated as words at all? "4' is simple
as it is pronounced 'four', but '444' is pro-
nounced "four hundred and forty four'. ls it one
word or five words? lt could make a difference if
we were word counting for the broadcast media
rather than the print media. An even bigger pro-
blem is '4.4". That would come out as two words
unless we write another routine to distinguish
between decimal points and full stops. And what
about dates? The QL was launched on 12.1.1984,

which is three words unless you have an excep-
tion routine.
I learnt something of the limitations of counting
statistics by computer when I discovered that
Style'Check assessed an academic paper I had
written as being at the reading level of a primary
school child. The article was a research study on
the growth of criminal sophistication in a group of
adolescent delinquents and contained a detailed
diary ol their numerous court appearances with
dates in the form of L2.LI9B4. Style-Check as-
sumed that the piece contained many senten-
ces that were both short and had no long words
and lhus was suitable for young children.
And then you have all the mathematical, chemical
and other scientific formulae. How do handle
Greek letters? ls boric acid, B{OH)3 one word or
three?
One thing that I did not have to worry about
when I wrote Style-Check was smileys. Should

smiley's be counted as a word or not? Most
western smileys are made up from punctuation
marks and will nol appear in a word count The
occasional one - {: - o) - will.

At this point I am about to go seriously off topic.
Humourless pedants should avoid the next para-
graph.

Unlike western smileys, oriental smibys are writ-
ten horizontally and can contain letters. They are
a potential nightmare for the word count pro-
grammer ln texts written by Japanese I fre-
quently came across (T-T) and was certain that
it was not a QL filename. Could it be a smiley? I

researched Japanese smileys and now have
some 14 pages of them. {T-T) means defeat or
sadness. See it as tears streaming from the eyes.
The Japanese have smileys for sleeping with
your girl friend - lt{---X---)ll - and not sleeping all

night -(=-=).Could the two activities be related?
Japanese smileys are heavily influenced by the
manga or comic strip culture popular among
young Japanese and can include roman, greek
and cyrillic letters as well as other symbols that
are difficult to reproduce on a western keyboard.
My last example is one such and represents a
person so crippled up with laughter that he is

banging a table.

(-V-Y- y'*rf>tf>t t

(The characters before the exclamation marks
are Japanese words meaning'bang bang'. lshall
now formally bow out of this off topic paragraph
using the Japanese bowing smiley -m(-*)m- to
allow our humourless pedantic friends to rejoin
us.
ln short you have to be sceptical about the word
count that your word processor produces, and
some texts should be treated with greater scep-
ticism than others. I check the word count of
most material that comes into QL 

-lbday 
because

that gives me an idea how many pages an article
will take up. However I am always carelul about
the work of George Gwilt and Norman Dunbar
simply because they often have large sections of
assembly code in their articles that can distort
the true word count. There is a similar problem
with SuperBasic. ln practice I check only the text
of SuperBasic conlribution as the number of lines
in the basic willgive me some idea of its length in
pages.
I suspect this article will show huge differences
between word processors because it contains
many examples of word counting problems. I

shall add a postscript to show if lam right.



POSTSCRIPT
WordPro
Works
Open Office
Quill
Perfection
Text87
Style-Check

1,464
1,464
1,465

1,464

1,482
t,457
1.499

Some time ago, on the QL-Users'email list, Ralf
Rekrjndt wrote "..how nice [it would be] to use
the Windows facility of changing a window size
in the lower right edge of a window.." {qlusers
30/11/2008, Program Updates). Wouldn't it just!

Thanks to Wolfgang Lenerz and Marcel Kilgus,
on later versions of SMSQ/E we now have an

interactive window move routine that allows the
user to click on the window move button and
visibly drag a window to another location on the
screen and drop it there. ll the platform is too
slow to comfortably move the contents with the
window you can opl for just moving a represen-
tative outline instead. This only works wilh a

mouse, so if you use the keyboard instead, or if
you switch off the feature, SMSQ/E reverts to
the old Qram method of moving the window by
icon.

Outlirqe resizing is probably the besl we can expecl

ldeally interactive resize should be implemented
at the system level, Moving the pointer to the
edge ol a window would change the sprite to an

appropriate Resize Sprite and the user could lusl

lnterestingly once again WordPro, Works and Quill
all agree indicating lhat they are using the same
algorithm. I checked the word count in Open 0f-
fice after completion of the article. lt gave a word
count of 1,998 for the Quanta document.
Sorry, Mr Jones, ldon't know how many words a

Word word count would give.
(,-, )o-----( ^o^)o

drag the edge to resize the window and drop it
again (by releasing the mouse bulton) once lhe
desired size has been attained. A spare byte in
the Menu Definition could be used to indicate
which of the four edges and four corners of the
window were resizable.. Dream on.
ln the mean time, the following demo program
attempts lo achieve something similar here and
now Due to issues in the lower layers ol the
Pointer Environment [PE] it seems to be impossi-
ble to achieve quite the same effect as a typical
Windows resize, but it works well enough I think.

Just a small point: I don't try to update the
window's contents during resizing as this requi-
res a lot ol computational power - like a dedi-
cated graphics chip! lt is also not trivial to
achieve, and it seems unlikely that it could be
done in any standard way with the current Pf
obiect model, though I could be wrong.
This program, wresz, demonstrates mainly three
techniques, 1) lnteractive outline resizing, 2) un-

conventional use of Application Windows [AWs],
3) hidden Loose ltems [Lls]. lncidental to {2) are
techniques for reading AWs by dropping down to
discrete routines when AWs are encountered and
handling the inherent limitations {i.e. keystrokes
are local to each AW) I make no claims of being
either the first or the last word in how the desired
effects may be achieved, nor in the perfection of
their implementation, but I hope this demo will be
of use all the same. The controls are operated as
follows'

Move: Move the pointer lo the titlebar and it
changes to a mini window move icon. Click {HlT
or DO with the mouse buttons) on the titlebar
and interactive move is initiated according to your
WM-MOVEMODE settings. You can also move
the window by hitting the Ctrl+F4 key [CF4] any-
where in the window This turns on the internal

Fet ta;*,ta6que quie r!!.$r al ae'fe €d6Kte1H Fasrffrr
tJ[ {trwe ws. ln \EhiEUls hllBl.ia l!eiD. Sed
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window move sprite which you move, by mouse
or cursor keys, to the desired location and then
click again to have the window redrawn there, as
in the bad old days.

Resize: Move the mouse to the Bottom Right
Corner [BRC] of the main window The cursor
changes to the move corner sprite. Click on the
BRC and an outline of your window appears. This
can be resized between the minimum allowed
size and the maximum available size. Click again
and the window is redrawn at the desired size. ln
the complete version of this program, that I hope
will be made available to readers, the text con-
tents of the window is reformatted and displayed
at the new size. Resize can also be initiated by
pressing the function key Ctrl+F3 [CF3]. This
immediately fires up the resizing routine and you
can resize using the mouse or cursor keys.

Finally ESCape tESCl. Press tSC in any AW
without a handler and the program terminates.
Press ESC in the Move AW or in one of the
Resize AWs and the pointer jumps to the rniddle
of the window You have to press ESC again to
quit. This demonstrates that key presses are
local lo each AW Great when you want that
behaviour a nuisance when you don't.

outs of PE. This is good stuff and deserves our
gratitude and support.

I make no apologies, however for being a dyed-
in-the-wool SMSQ/EasyPointer/Qliberator adhe-
rent, as lhave been so since their respective be-
ginnings, and they continue to provide good
mileage. wresz depends on those systems to
develop, compile and, to some degree, to run. I

leave it to the experis of those other faiths to
re-work or produce their own version of what I

am trying to show here. lf you are acquainted
with QDOS/ EasyP[asy/Turbo, etc, with respect
to PE programming, you may find it not too diffi-
cult to adapt it accordingly. The compiled pro-
gram should, however run on all systems sport-
ing Pt2. As it stands, you will need to be running
recenl versions of SMSQ/E (v3.13+), EasyPointer
(v4.09+) and QLib (v3.35+1 to run or develop this
code further You will also need the latest ptrmen
(V4.08+) toolkit {included with EZP}.

For this project you'll first need to prepare a suita-
ble menu. The illustration shows my menu design
in EasyMenu. A 200x140 pixel window with a
titlebar containing an ESC button. However it isn't
quite as simple as it looks! The next picture, a
composite, shows ils other components. There

are two lnformation Windows

[Ws], the first being the title-
bar the second creates a

border around the ESC item,
to avoid messing up the dis-
play when the pointer outlines
it. Next there are three Lls,

The ESC item, and lwo
hidden Lls. As you can see,
the latter have no dimensions
and are placed in the top left
corner [TLC] of the window.
Although I have made them
0x0, I have offset their posi-
tions to avoid confusing the
application (and the program-
mer!). I can no longer remem-
ber whether this is strictly ne-

cessary in the former case, as EZP and Wman
have evolved over the years. The ESC item's
attributes and selection key is what you'd expect.
The two others'selection keys are CF4 and CF3
- or the standard keystrokes for Move and Re-

size, respectively

Finally, there are four Application Windows. The
first one is the Move item and covers part of the

Mainwindow.Nole the scaling flags al X,Y and XO

Thanks to Marcel, Albin Hessler's EasyPointer

IEZPI toolbox has been updated to incorporate
most of the facilities of PE. ln other develop-
ments, George Gwilt has created an alternative
toolbox that lends itself better to the Turbo world
view while Norman Dunbar conlinues his mission
of documenting, and educating us in the ins and
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titlebar and is pixel-aligned to il so as to be
invisible. You cannot have a Llcovering an

Composite of three EZP elemenl menus

AW {or visa versa} so the AW runs from origin
0x0 to the edge of the ESC Ll. lt is borderless
with attributes the same as for the titlebar lW
However it has its own sprite. You could either
stipulate the sprite to be the standard Move
Window sprite o[ as I have done, make a
miniature Move sprite of your own to go with it. lf
you have more buttons on the titlebar you will
have to adjust the AW accordingly and you may
perhaps need more than one AW with the same
atlribules and sprite to fillin the gaps. As you will
see later on in connection with the Resize AWs,
their function is easy to group as a single item.
The next two AWs are the Resize bars. These
are two thin, borderless AWs of about 4x14
pixels located at the BRC of the main window
Actually one is slightly longer than the other so
as to reach right into the corner without
overlapping the other Four pixels wide may be
too skinny for some; you may consider it rather
fiddly to find it with the pointer I have made my
resize bars visible here, but they could lust as
well have blended in with

the main window border; only revealing their exis-
tence when the pointer sprite changes
to the corner resize sprite {see illustra-
tion).

Many resize scenarios are possible, of
course. Using the same technique, you
could provide the facility to allow every
edge and every corner to be stretched,
as most Windows programs do, or just

the bottom and/or right edges. But the
most useful compact version, to my
mind, is the BRC one demonstrated here.
The final preparation you'll need to make
is to create an APPA file. EZP progra-
mmers will know what these are and
how to create them, but others may
require a short explanation: APPA files
consist of a collection of all the EZP
components your program needs; your
menu definitionfs), sprites and, if you

want, the ptrmen toolkit extension(s) your pro-
gram uses. EZP includes a program to build
these files from the output files produced by
EasyMenu and EasySprite. The APPA file needed
here must conlain the menu definition plus the
corner sprite described above. They can then be
accessed by the program as APPA0("wresz")

{the menu} and APPAO{'CornB') {the corner
sprite).

Below is the code to make it all work. Only
salient points are commented and the comments
relate to the block immediately above unless
otherwise stated:

1 REMark $$chan=5
2 REMark $$stak=360
3 REMark $$heap=t600
4 REUark $$asnb=ranlrz-lJresz-app, 0, 60
5z
6 REMark Interactive Move and Resize Deno
7 REMark by pjwitte jan 2oo9. V1a01
8:
9 REilark Requires Sl,tSQ/n + ptrmen
10 REMark Complle with QLIB
11 REMark Conpiled should run under QD0S
12:
Standard header showing files to be included.
During testing these files should be LRESPRed.

$ REllark Menu tlefinitions
L1 aunvf = 1: REMark Move
L5 avcrfi = 2: REllark Corner right
!6 avcbfr = l: REMark Corner botton
17 auinfr = 4: RElilark Main app win
18 liquf, = -1: REMark LI quit
Lj Llnvf = -2: REMark Hitlden tMove
20 Titz/ = -J: REMark Hidden LI Resize

Sample corner resize sprite



These are the object numbers relating to the
menu elements. l'll use the mnemonics to refer to
the relevant object. Thus awmv refers to the
Move AW (Here awrz =) awcr and awcb.)
2t nvee% = 1+2+8:RE!lark Return conditions
22 futy' = /r8: REl.lark Inmediate return
23 DIM pv7(t6): REMark Pointer Record
21 :

25 REMark I'tlsc definltions
26 ese% = 272 REMark ESCape
27 kct3fr = 21L: REMark Key CF3 - 

'Iresz28 ketl% = 215: RXMark Key CF4 - llmove
29 wvd = 0: REMark -> I{indow l{orking Def
30:
J1 sp*rinbg% = 513: REMark t'Ilndow backg
J2 sp*winf& = 514: R[Mark l,Iindow foreg
33 $w-xorg = J6:REMark IJI,ID offset $24
J4 wwgorg = J8: REMark l,lWD offset $25
35:
36 rzbtf -- 1: REMark Resz boriler thick
37 tzbcf = 2282 HEMark Resz border colour
38 nilnxfi = 200: REMark Min window size
39 nLtryfr = t10: REMark (from menu)
10 sLzx% = minx$: REMark Start si.ze = min
1t sizyfr = rniny/
12 posx% = -1: RIMark Start position
13 pasy% = posxf,
11 k = 0: stat$ = 0: REMark GLOBal
lr, :
/.6 x% = 0: :|fi = 0: REMark Scratch
17:
Some definitions, variable and constant.

48 RlMark Progran start
49 SetlJln
50:
51 REPeat main
52 k = MCALL(#ew\ k, stat#)
53 SELect on k
51 = liqul: MCLEAR#cw: CL,0SE: STOP

5, = Iimvf, awmvfi: Movel,Iin
55 - avebfit awcrf; Reszllin
57 . lirz%: ReszWinBRC
58 END SELect
59 END REPeat main
60:
Main program loop. This is a standard menu call
(MCALL). lt triggers when the user interacts with
one of the objects, whether they be loose items

{Lls) or application windows {AWs) The ESC but-
ton, referred to as liqu (Ll quit), is quite standard.
Howeve[ the window move rouline; MoveWin is
triggered both by the hidden Ll, limv, and a user
click on the titlebar AW awmv. The MoveWin rou-
tine will sort out whether the CF4 function key
has been pressed or whether this is an inter-
active move.

Note that the handling of Ll keystrokes, have to
be processed in each AW handler or else they
are just ignored' Only if the pointer is outside any
AWs with a handler do they get processed in the
main loop.
Should your pointer hover about one of the BRC
AWs, the Pl will take care to display the corner
sprite. lf you then click on one of those AWs,
Reszl'tin the awrz handler is reached. Finally, the
hidden Ll, lirz, gets it if the CF3 key gets pressed.
This drops directly into the interactive resize rou-
tine, ReszlllnBR0.

51 DEFine Fullction ReaclAlf%(awno$)
62 LOCaI k%

63 REMark GLOBa1 ew, mveeS, gvf
64 REMark Read an App Window
65:
66 RDPT#evi wree%: PYAL#a*i pvS
67 If (pv%(2) + 1) ,, awnofi: RETurn escfi
68 k% = pv%(5)
d9 IF kgi = gssf T.HEN

70 REMark Centre polnter in awlnfi
7L BDPT#cw; irtfi, posx% + sj.zx?l / 2,

posy%+sizy%/2
72 END IF
73 RETurn kf
74 END DEFine ReadAUf
75:
This is a general AW scanner called by the AW
handlers. lt returns if the pointer moves out of the
relevant AW or if ESC is pressed. lf ESC is detec-
ted, it centres the pointer in the program window
and returns. This behaviour is designed to get
the pointer out of the AW and put it somewhere
central where any further keystroke commands
may be listened for - in this case only Quit.

75 DEFine PR00edure Settlln
77 REMark GLOBa1 ew, cd, .sLz%, .posfi
78 REMark Open main window, get positlon,

attach & format dlsplay window
79:
80 cw = F0PEN(t'con_")
81 cd = F0PEN("cou_u)
82 lvtDRAtf#cw; APPAO( 'wreszr ) , posxfi,

posyfr, sizxf, sLzyfr
83 uwd = MUDEF(#ew)
84 posxl = PEEK-lI(wwd + rw-xorg)
85 Posyf; = PEEK-lJ(wvct + wwSorg)
86 MWLINK#ew, awlnf, #cd
87 I,t!'l-PAPERT#ed; sp-winbg/
88 lrl"l-INK#ed; sp-wLntgft
89 REMark Display some text
90 END DEFINE Setlfin
9!:
This routine merely opens the consoles and
draws the program window. lt also opens a



channel that is linked to awin: any window l0
sent to that channel [*cd] will appear in awin. A
call to display some text was removed from line

89 as the routine would unnecessarily lengthen
the listing, but that's where the action could go.

92 DEFine PR00edure Movellin
93 LOCaL en1,, k/,
9/r RSMart G1,0Ba1 ew, k, posx/ t posyf
95 REMark Move by I'II'I-MOVEM0DE or by key
96 REMark Read Move AI,I

972
98 IF k = limv# THEN

99 l{inMove: REMark Move by key
1OO FI"5E
101 REPeat am1
L02 kf = ReadAlr%(k)
!03 SEl,eet on k%

701+ = esc%t EXIT am1
10, = tr 2: I,lM0V#eu; -1: EXfT anrl
106 = ls:eflf; lClnMove: EXIT aml
t07 = kef3%z Resz[IinBRC: EXIT an1
108 END SELect
L09 END REPeat am1
110 END IF
111 posxf = PEEK*l,i(wwd + ww-:org)
!!2 posyfi = PEEK-tI(wwd + ww-yorg)
113 END DEFine MoveUin
t].l+ :

This is the window move handler Firstly if CF4
was pressed while the pointer is in any other
location than awmv, a window move, using EZP's
internal routine, i.e. saving the relative positions of
all the window components, is performed.
Otherwise, the pointer r's in awmv, and the AW
handler is called to read events in that AW lf user
presses a HIT or D0 while in awmv he means to
move the window interactively using Wman.
Finally what if the pointer is in awmv and the user
presses CF3 (line 102)? He wants to resize, of
course, so interaclive resize is initiated imme-
diately The new x/y positions are fetched direct-
ly from the Window Working Definition IWWDI

115 DEFlne PR00edure lfinl{ove
116 L0Ca1 x%, y%

117 REMark Use lJman routine
118 :

Ll9 x% = -1: y% = x%

120 RDPT#ew; Lrt/, xfi, y%

J2l x% - x% - PEEf'.*W(wwd + ww--xorg)
122 V% = y4 - PEEILW(rrd + ww*yorg)
123 WI{OV#cw: REI{ark Move, keep layout
12l+ RDPT#cv; Lrt/, x%, -y%
125 END DEFINE l,llnMove
t25:
This wrapper for WMOV saves and restores the
pointer position. I find it annoying that the pointer

iumps to the TLC every time I do a window
move by keystroke. Using $ltov#ew;-l which
deploys the internal Wman routine, leaves the
pointer in situ and restores it on exit, but it also
messes up the window furniture and I have as
yel found no workaround. Here lread the current
position {line reo}, make the positions relative to
the window origin, perform the move, and finally
restore the position.

127 DEFlne PR00edure Reszl.Iin
128 L0Ca1 ws1, kfi
129 REMark GLOBa1 cw, k, posxfr posyg
130 REMark Read BRC AI,Is
131 RIPeat wsl
L32 rf = ReadAl,If(k)
733 SELect on k%

131 = esc$: EXIT ws1
735 = kcf3{z ResztrIinBRC
t36 = 7, 2: Reszl{inBRC
137 RSIYlark Restore pointer
135 RDPT#cw; Lrtf., {sizxfl), -(sLzy%)
139 = kcf|%: k = 1inr4: Movellin
L1O EXIT WSl
I1T END SELCCT
1/r2 END REPeat wsl
14, END DEFlne Reszl,Iin
L++ :

The handler for awcr and awcb. Pretty much as
for Movellin As it doesn't know which of the
two corner AWs it will be reading, it supplies the
universal variable k, returned from MCALL, to the
AW reader which works for either:

145 DEFlne PR0Cedure ReszWinBRC
146 L0Ca1 r?,1, eta, ynxfr, pxfr, pyf , xI%
1/rZ L0Ca1 ox%, oy%, cxg, eyg
1/+8 REMark GLOBa1 ew, pv$, sLzx%, sizyS
149 REtrlark GL0Bal posx#r posyf, tzbt%,..
150 REMark Interactive resize routine
!51 :

152 REI'lark Store curent pointer posltion
!53 cx% = -L: ey% = cx%
15lr RDPT#c$; irtfi; exft, ey$
L55 z

156 REMark Make relatlve
157 ex% = cx!-PEEf,-W(wwd + ww-:org)
L58 cy% = cyol-PWILII(wwd + ww;rorg)
159 :
160 REMark l,Iork out max screen space,
151 REMark draw window & set outline
L62 FLIYI#cw; mxfi, ynx%, ox$, oyS
t63 rrnxl = xaxy' - posxf
7d+ Vrnx% = ynx$ - posyt
!65 ox% = sizx% - mbtfr
L56 oY% = sLzYfr - tzbtfr
157 CtOSE#cd: CLOSE#cw
L68 cz = FOPEN(tcoru')



169 0UTt# e% i xrxx? ryrnxf, posx%,posyf r0, 0, 0
770 :
171 REMark Draw initial window box
172 OVER#czi -l
773 .
174 REl,lark left, right, top, botton
175 BtOCK#cz; rzbtfi ,sizyS,0 r0, rzbc%
176 BLOCK#zI; rzbt6, oyfi - rzbt%, ox%,

tzbtf, tzbe%
177 Bt0CK#ezi ox%, rzbtfr ,rzbtfi ,0 rrzbc%
178 BL0CK# cz ; oxf , rzbt%, rzbtf , oyfi , tzbcf,
L79 :
180 REMark Set appropriate resize pointer
181 REMark sprite and put ln BRC

182 SPnS#cz; APPAO('CornB' )
783 x% = posx$ + sLzxfi - rzbt%
l,81 y% = posy# + sLzy% - rzbt%
L85 Px# = sLzxfi: PYf = sizYtr
186 :
187 REMark Draw outline interaetlvely
188 REPeat rzl
189 RDPT#cz; mvecS, xfi, y%

190 PttA&#cz; pv9
L9]- Ir pvf(r) <, 0: EXIT rz1
192 Ir pv/(6) = esc# THEN

I93 p:tfr = sizy$: Pxf = sizx%
791 EXIT rz1
195 END IF
L96 REMark Pointer x/y-position
797 pxfl = pv/(3)t pyf = pv%(I)
198 REI{ark Test limits
L99 IF pxf, < minxf: px/ = ninx%
200 IF pVfr . minyfi: PVfr = minyl
2At IF pxfr > xmx$ - rzbt%: NEXT rz1
202 If pyl , yrnxfr - rzbt%: NEXT rz1
203 IF px% <> ox% 0R pyf o oy# THEN

201 REI'lark Blank and draw t, b, 1 & r
2A5 BLOCK#zz; oxf , rzbtfr, 0,A, rzbc%
206 BL}QK#cz; pxf, rzbtf, 0,0, rzbe%
207 BLOCK#Iz; oxf - rzbtit tzbti,

rzbt%, oy%, rzbe%
208 BLQCK#Iz; pxf, * tzbtfi, rzbt%,

rzbtfi, pyf, rzbc%
209 BLOCK#ez; rzbt%,oV% r0 rrzbt7l,tzbe%
2LA BLOCK#ez; rzbt% rpy/ r0 rrzbtf,rzbc%
211 BLaCK#cz; rzbtfi, oy% + rzbt%,

oxf,, 0, tzbc%
272 BLOCI#gz; rzbt%, pyi + rzbt%,

px%, 0t tzbe%
2L3 oxf, = pxfi: oy% = pyf
2I1 END IF
215 EllD REPeat rz1
216:
2L7 CL}SE#cz
218 REMark Set new size
2L9 sizxfi = pxfi: sizyS = pyfi
220 SetlJin
22L IF cxfi<=sizx/ arrd cyf<=sizyf TIIEN
222 REMark Restore pointer
223 RDPT#cw; Lrt/, exft, -cyf,

ELSE
RDPT#cw; irt%, (sizx%), -(sLzy%)

END IF
END DEFine ReszlIlnBRC

The finalroutine here, is also the most complex. lt
is arrived at either by clicking one of the resize
AWs or by pressing the CF3 key anywhere in the
window. First the current pointer position is saved
in case the routine was reached by keystroke.
Then the old program window has to be lhrown
away and a new window opened, wherein the re-
size outline, or box, will be drawn. The size of this
window need not take up the whole screen, only
that part that encompasses the maximum extent
that any new window can be redrawn, starting at
the old window's origin. A box outline of the old
window is drawn for starters (lines rzrr.l and the
pointer sprite is set to be the corner sprite. The
loop ( 1s8r.) reads the pointer returning on a

keystroke, key down or pointer moved event.
(mvec% , keystroke * key down + poinler
moved). Sadly Wman does not recognise the
key up evenl when initially reading a new channel

{it always assumes that key up is the initial state}.
This means you can't just let go of the mouse
button to simulate a "drop" as in drag and drop:
you have to click a second time to terminate the
resize operation. This may be a bug, and may
therefore one day get fixed. Line r9r says that if

the user clicks a second time (the click that got
us here was processed elsewhere), to terminate
resize with the current size. 192 says that if ESC

is pressed resize is aborted and the size reverts
to the starting size. lf none of these events
occurred, the size is read (197+1 and tested
against the limits to see whether it is legal. lf the
size passes all the tests and is different lrom the
old size ( za3l, the old outline is blanked
(un-XORed out) and a new box is drawn at the
new size. This continues until the user is satisfied
and terminates (or aborts) the operation. Finally,

the drawing window is discarded and a new
program window drawn with the new size. The
pointer is placed at its old position, provided it still
fits inside the window, otherwise it is placed at

the BRC.

It is not difficult, but it is extremely fiddly to
achieve the effect you want, as the tiniest
tweaks can alter the behaviour of the interface.
I'm looking forward lo seeing more PE programs
that use interactive resize!
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As you may know from recent issues of the magazine, I have a

http:/lqdosmsq.dunbar-it.co. uk
where I am attempting to put as much documentation on the inner workings of QDOSMSQ as I can.
This work is based on a long gone web site named QDOS lnternals which is no longer around as the
ISP shut it down when I moved house about 18 months ago.
You may not know lhat the Wiki is open to alland sundry to add, edit or update the content So if you
see something that I have written and you disagree, you don't have to tell me to fix it, you can fix it
for me! {How lazy is that then?}
George Gwilt, my faithful reader has already added a huge amount of content to the Wikiand l'm very
grateful. My work at the moment is preventing me from doing as much as I would like I'm afraid
However this shows the benefits of using a Wiki formal, while I'm unable to update it, olher people
can.
The end result of my ambitions is to have, online, a complete and up to date set of documentation for
the operating system we know and love so well.

One of George's concerns when he started adding content was having to write HTML. Well, the good
news is, you don't need to know HTML as all editing is done in plain text. You can use I-ITML but you
don't have to.
George was also a bit concerned about things being in the right place. To resolve this, I'm using what
the Wiki calls'namespaces"but you can think of these as nothing more complicated than directories
on a disc. That's basically all that they are anyway
I shall now attempt to document how the Wiki is structured and how you can use the editor to create
content - should you wish to of course!

The Wiki Structure
My Wiki is highly slructured and uses namespaces effectively - wel| I think so! The top level has two
namespaces - Linux and QDOSMSQ. We shall ignore the Linux Namespace for lhe rest of this article
as it is not relevant to QDOSMSQ much ' well, other than my documented attempts to get a Linux
filesystem written that will read my QL floppy discs!
0n the left of each page is an index of namespaces. Usually, lhe namespace you are 'in' is shown
opened out. This index isn't usually of much benefit as, in theory at least, lshould have set up links to
each topic. ln the event that I have missed one or two, maybe three, the index can be used lo see all
the topics and sub-namespaces. My advice is always click on the'start"topic for the namepsace.
Ralher than me wittering on about what is where, the following is a diagram of the structure of the
QDOSMSQ hdrn€spdc€:

Note:Namespaces are displayed above in bold blue text with an
arrow head pointing at them, while topics are shown in green
text with a square blob indicator beside thern. So 'vectors"

above is a namespace and "start'is a topic.

The lopic named"start' within any namespace rs special. 'Start'

is a reserved name and should be the one displayed when
anyone clicks on the index of namespaces that is always
displayed on the left side of the page. Unfortunately it doesn't
appear that this is the case.

However when someone clicks on a link in any Wiki page that
points at a namespace and not at a topic {within a namespace)
then the 'start' topic will be displayed. So, if you click on a llnk

that points to "qdosmsq:traps:trap 
-2' lor example, it actually takes you to "qdosmsq:traps:trap*2:start"

inslead. {The colon is used as a namespace separator by the way)

q q*$srn5fl
; *rrar5
pfs
* j*hs
h rnemarv
e FIE
F Gllintersld*
F sYsvars
b tr*f}s
) ?ectflrs
* stari



NOTE: lnternet Explorer users have a problem. Because it cannot correctly process the CSS absolute
positioning command, even in the most recent version, the index of namespaces appears all the way
down at the bottom of the page, underneath the page's contenl. lt should be alongside the page
content. Opera and Firefox have no problems because they are standards compliant browsers. lE is
not standards compliant yet.

So the first rule of creating a new namespace is this, always have a'start'topic within the namespace.
Use this page to display an introduction, perhaps, or simply a contents page with links to the real

content in your namespace.

Note: The PE namespace has been added to by George and the content isn't quite up to standard yet,

it needs to have a "start' topic that acts as an introduction and contents list for all the other topics I

have advised George that I shall, at some point, add in a"start". For reference, the PE namespace looks
like the following

w qr{msrnsr4
& errErs
rfs
w jrbs
F r'1'!effil13$'y

s lt*4r_
w ;l-i t,Iirr

i.-r- -in 1-11:iLrr

n ,,irrt

* 1':i;:'*

u lLji'*t",i

w il-i**;*
r irir-aw

E it'iiiii",t,t
r trii-rii

s p."tnsr
m pir-;f

* f:ji"i:il5
z t''.rit
r :{gti-ii:r

s -:l-iiE11Li

m :ti*h
w ri:ir.rLr

I J'"1 ;[r:-i

l:;,.,,+ii*i.

n ;!'i il-if
w ir-*pr
ffi ,i *:-: ti-ii 1

s it,,lt.!,,1*r

r shinterElal
F sYsvars

You can see that everything is stored within the Pt namespace
itself. Howeve[ on the'start"topic for the QDOSMSQ namespace,
I have links pointing lo the PE Traps and the WMAN vectors -

what to do?

As I informed George, I can fanly easily move topics about and
most importantly update all links to the current location so that
they point to the new one. Very useful{l use it at work allthe tirne
because my colleagues seem to have a problem wrth name-
spaces!). At the moment, the Wiki plugin that allows me to do this
is not installed on my host, so l'm unable to rnove things about
just yet.

By the time you read this, lmay well have added a start topic to
the PE namespace and also a PE:VECTORS and a PilRAPS
namespace (both with'start"topics), so if you go looking and find
that there is one there, don't panic.

Creati ng New Namespaces
As mentioned above, a namespace is effectively a direclory lt
can contain other namespaces (sub-directories) and topics or
nothing at all. There are a number of ways to create a new
00rTl0sp3ce:

From a link on another page.

From a link on the parent namespaces 'start' topic.
Directly from the URL entry area on your browser

The two 'from a link"are similar and it is just a matter of editing
the page in question and adding a link to the new namespace
you require. We will deal with creating links later on, but for now
this is all you have lo do:

[[qdosnsq:pe:traps I sone meaningful text]l

The double square brackets enclose what will become a link on
the page being edited. The'l' separates the Wiki topic from the

meaningful text. So in the above, the Wiki topic being linked to is either the namespace
qdosmsq,pe:traps or to the lopic qdosmsq:pe:traps:start depending on whether it exists or not.



Once the page has been saved, the link will appear but will be coloured to indicate a topic (or

namespace) that doesn't exist. When you click the link, you get a default page that says somethrng
like 'this page does not yei exist but you can create it'. Simply click on "create this page'to do so.

How easy was that?
Don't forget, when you create a new namespace ALWAYS create a'start'page wilhin that namespace
to use as a table ol contents.
Creating a namespace or topic drrectly from a URL in the browser is equally as simple. ln the browser
type in

http://qdosmsq.dunbar{t.co. uk/doku.php?idldosmsq:pe:traps:start
and press enter You wilt be taken to either the topic you entered or to the default page as above.
From there the process is the same.
Creating a topic or namespace in this manner does have one drawback. You don't get any links
created that take you to your new page. For this reason, lalways advise that you add a link (preferably
to the parent's'start'topic) that points to your new page and then click ihat to be taken to the default
page.

0f course, I can create namespaces on the actual host server simply by finding the structure on disc
and adding a new directory, setting the permissions and so on. But thal is not recommended!

A Practical Exercise
Ok, lets do it for real. We shall creale a new namespace for you to play in. First of all, only registered
people can edit pages. So, if you have not yet registered, please do so {if you want to actually
contribute that is) and login.
To register go to
http://qdosmsq.dunbar-it.co.uk

and scroll down to the section named'Registration"and follow the instructions there. lt's easy.

Registering should also log you in, if it doesn't, click on the login link and enter your details again.

Once logged in you should see'Edit'buttons or links on some of the pages.

0n the left of the page, click"playground'in the namespaces index. lt willopen up, and display a topic
called'start" ' I have created this topic as a jump-off to your playing around stuff. lf anyone else has
been in and followed these instructions, there may be other namespaces or topics lying around.
Please do not alter other people's stuff - create your own.

Click on the 'start'topic to begin. The"Start'page is displayed on the right of the screen. Under the
page contents, you should see three buttons, click on 'Edit this page". A new page opens and
displays an HTML editor Beneath the editor are another three buttons, Save, Preview and Cancel.

Within the editor the current source code for the page is displayed. Scroll down to the bottom and
type in, on a new line and without any leading spaces, the following text {ok, replace"yourname"with
your name or something unique).

[ fplayground: Y0URNAME: start I VOUnmB s playground] l

That is all there is to it. The above will create a new namespace under the PLAYGROUND namespace
and create a 'start"topic within that namespace. ln my case, I entered the following'

[ [playground: norman: start I Norrnan's playground] l

Click on the 'Preview'button. lf you have the first text on the page, all is well. lf there are other users
akeady here, you might find lhat your text is appended to the end ol the line and not shown on a new
line. Let's fix that straight awayl
Add \ (two backslashes) to the end of the line ABOVE yours, and to save the next person coming
along, add them to the end of your line as well, as follows,

[ [playgfound : norman: start I Norrnan t s playground] I \\

:ffi@**



The pair of backslashes tell the Wikisoftware to force a new line at this point, much like the ,BR'tag in
HTML does.
It makes no diflerence if you have spaces before the slashes or not, but, the backslashes MUST be
the last thing on the line. Click "Preview"again and all should be well. Your link to your playground is
now on a line of it's own.
lf all looks correct, enter some descriptive text in the "Edit summary' box beneath the buttons - |

entered'Added Norman's playground" (without quotes), tick the"Minor Changes"box - as adding a link
isn't really a major change, and click on the 'Save'button. Job done

When the page is redisplayed, you should see your new link at the bottom of the list in red text, and all
the others - if any - showing in green. Green means a topic or namespace has been created while red
shows that it has not. Click on your red link text.
The default page is shown next. lt advises you that the topic is not yet created and offers you the
option to create it. Click on the'Create This Page'button to do so, and read on.

Creating & Editing Topics
The same editor is shown. You can start typing stuff as you like. I'm not going to give you a load of
tutorial stuff to enter so feelfree to mess aboul. You can creale sub-namespaces beneath your own if
you like but please remember to always quote the full path when creating links. lf I wish to create a
new namespace beneath my current one called 'Help pages'for example, I would do the following'

[ [playground: nornan : helppages : start I Uefp Pages] I \\

Now I have lo say that there is nothing more irritating than a web page with a pile of links on it and
nothing at all of a description. So, my page above is not helpful at all.

Io this end, I request that you always create a page with at least a major heading. To conform with my
standard, I need to edit my page above and add a heading.

Click with the cursor at the top of the page - before any other text - and click on the"Hl"button at the
top. This action creates the following text:

====== LeVel 1 Headline ======

When I created the link to this page above, I called it "Norman's Playground" in my link text. So, start
typing and the'Level 1 Headline'willbe replaced with your typing. I prefer to name my pages after the
link text My complete page looks like this now:

====== NOfmantS PlaygfOUnfl ======
[ fplayground: norman: helppages: start I Hefp Pages] I \\

Click the 'Preview"button often to see how things look and you will catch errors before they get too
big

Note: Each page should have an Hl at the top. All other headings should make use of H2 through H5
as appropriate. All headings from Hl to H3 will appear on the page's table of contents which is

displayed at the top right - if there are at least 3 headings on the page.

My page looks fine, so I click on"Save"after entering some description of the page. The default text is

fine at the moment -"created'.

As each new namespace and'start"topic is created, it will be added to the overall namespace index
on the left of the page - or for lE users, way down at the bottom!
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sba osr €la.ted aaaG$ dct lls b.l,ow,

F,/e have ale acquired more bEnd new Sinclair QL membFnes and another stck of
Epson Stylus Calour 85o inldet printers, e if you need a b€tter printer for yolr QL,
give us a shout.

More news is always available on qur website: www.rwapsoft\.care.co,uk

We are alo l@king to produe sme new hard disk inlertacs icr the ZX Sp<lrum
and hare a few little prcjsts on the dEwing banrd.

Our s€bsibs:
htg://m.roap*rvics.co.uk (Genel site)
htF://ffi,ruapsoftvrare.@.uk tsinclair @mputer sond hand ard new items)
htb://ww.frapadventuE,em (Adveotu€ Prcgnms)
htF://ww,intemetbusinsngels.com (Guidance on stting up online busirss).

, {.r..,, k } g flf h*ilMwm{ Dremt*_; _:dr4', EOUhGDON@0
Thewait is now over! Q-Word version 1 isfinally availablel

Platforms:
OPC/OXL, Q4O/Q60, Aurora (with SGC)

Prices:

Utilitiss
SBASIC, $uporBASlC R€f€renc€ Manual on CD
Sidewriter v1.08
Landseape Printing (EPSO^, printers)
lmageD v1.03
3D obieot generatol
Q-H€lp v1.06
Silperbasr On-Scaeen herp sxslefr
Q-lndex v1.05
Kewa/d-la-topic finder
ProForma ESCIP2 Drivers v1.04 for ProWeSs
Pinter Dilvet

€ z).00
t 10.00

I 10.00

e 10.00

I 5.00

t 8.00

Applications

Flashback SE v2.03 {i.rpErade onlyi
Database
QL Cash Trader v3"7
Aceo.unting/Finance

GL Payroll v3.5
Accaunting I Finance
QL Genealogist v3.26
GenealtW

Oeneal0gy 1or windows
QL Geneatogist to windows version upgmde

GL Co$rnos v2.04
Ptanetarium
C;-Route v2.O0
Route Finding

Upgrade from v1.u
Britain map vl.11
BIC Brilain map (needs 2Mb) v2.03
Vadous Britain Area maps (ask for details)
lreland map vl.O0
BelEium map v1.01
Caklonia map v1.03

P-Word UK English Dictionary (500.000 words!)
Dictrcnary

5.08

5.00

5.00

120.00

I

t
e

r 50.00
t 25.00

t 5.00

r 25.00

I 5.00
E 2.00
t 5.00

ea. € 2.00
g 5.00
e 2.00
e 2.00
t 15_00

All versions without P-Word
All versions with P'Word

t20.00
f 30.00

Notes:
Q-Word DOES NOT reqsire SMSOiE with GBz supporl -OF- SMsQlEe&!! on
theAurora orQx$ machines. llworks on the hiqhestcolour depth everywhe{e
regardless of 0perating Sysiem.
The Aurora versicn is amilable on either FIB or €D disk. For the latter add
€1.00 to the price- E0 version is uncompressd and can be run directly irom
ihe tloppy. All other Floppy versions are compressed. OPC/QXL varsion
csmeson CD. Non CDversions DO NOW supportdigital sound onQFC2

ffiforwindowl
For Qlers that run Windows or with incompatible hardware for
Talent Games, we now have re-released these adventures so thal
they can run on your Windows-equipped PC. No Emulator,
tloppies, microdrive backups etc. required, just a one-click installl
Of course thefullQL line is stillavailablel (See side colurnn)

Talent Games for Windorns ea. [ 10.00
(Each Game includ* a runtime installatioo of QLAy-z by Jimmy Monlesmos,)

crru clmnlly Av.il.bL tm M.mt.dv.trtrr.s.cm
Thc Lost Kingdom of Zkul

lh. P€r{h
R.tum b Han

Rcplac€meat SiDChar QL Kcyboard ldcmbranct
We ahvays have a st@k of bnnd new Keyboard Membrang (and keyboard parts)
for the odginal Sinclair QL, ro if you have sme keys which no longer work, just
give us a call.

Cost is only €la.50 plus t2,75 post and packing.

Sccond H.nd ltems - Hlgc Rangc Avaalablc
W3 stock B wide range olbooks, hardlrare and sothrare lor the Sinclair QL, 288 and
ZX Spectrum, including dlsk lntefaces, memoty expansion and microdive .artridgs.
If thse is anythiDg you need - have a l@k at www.mapsoftware.co,uk (or ring us
lvith details of yow requirements).

We are always happy to help.

L6isure

R€turn to Eden v3.SB
Advefiturc
Nemesis Mktl v2.03
Adventure
The Prawn v2.01
Adventure

Horrord*y v3.1
Adventwe
West v2.00
Adveature
The Lost Kingdom of Zkul v?.01
Adventure

All 5 games above

D-8ay Mkll v3.04
St ategyllryar Simulation
Grey Wcl{ v1.08
6 rcphical Subnarine Simul ation
War in the East Mkll v1.24 (upgrade only)
Stntegy lwar Simu lati on
Open Golf v5.20
Sports Simuration

QuizMaster ll v2.07
Auiz
Stone Raider ll v2.00
Arcade Game

Hoverzone v"l.2
Arcade Game
Deathstrike v1.5
Arcade Game
Flighldeck v1.O
Flight Simatatian

[ 10.00

t 8.00

t 8.00

E 8.00

t 5.00

s 5.00

f 25.00

t 10.00

c 8.00

E 5.00

f 8.00

t 5.00

e 5.00

t 5.00

r 5.00

[ 10_00

All 6 games above {Open Golf, QuizMaster ll,$tone
Raider ll, Hoverzone, Oeathst*ke and Flightdeck) t 28.00

Notes or Software require$ents
The following programs have a ninimum SGC cdd requirement: P-Word.
Qword, Big Britain MAP lor Q-Route

ffier@Ssdsdeds
3 Oale VteH Court, Fulfsd, stok*on-lrdt, sttffofdshlre sTr.1 9BA TEL: (i44) 17s2 3ar,43 FFm the uK Dlal: 01742 398143
Website: httF;//wB,ruapsdware,@.uk
Email: sl6effi.Hftware,@.uk

(Cheques in I sterling made payable to R. Mellori

*i-*g*4effi*
t**,*-*".";



When You Mess Up!
lf you do make a pig's ear of it all and mess up a page completely click "Cancel' to abort all editing
back to the last 'Save", lf you wrsh to abort all editing after you have clicked the"Save' button, then
you simply click on the 'Page Revisions' button when the page itself is being displayed. The "Old

Revisions' page is shown.
On this page is a list of all the previous versions of the page in question. One of which will be marked
as the current page. This is the one you wish to gel rid of.

To simply revert back to the previous version, click the green link text {playground:fiorffian:stdrt}
beneath the one marked as current lo display it, click "Edit this page'and then immediately click 'Save'

to save it. This will now become the current version and all is wellagain.
While the Old Revisions page is displayed, you may notice an icon next to all non-current versions of
the page. The icon looks a lot like Elton John's spare pair of 3D glasses. lf you click on one of these
icons, the differences between the current page and the version you clicked will be displayed.

Editing Text
You should note that the layout of the page displayed when you Preview or Save it is not going to
match up to what you typed originally. We have seen this already with the list on the PLAYGROUND
page when we typed text on a new line and it was displayed on the same one as the previous line's
text.
This is caused by HTML. When a page is rendered in HTML il gels rid ol multiple spaces, linefeeds and
such like. This allows for the browser wrndow to be changed in width and/or height and the text on
the page will 'reflow'to suit.
Also, what you type in the Wiki editor is not HTML but text. Your text is saved on disc in exactly the
format you typed in as and when a user displays the page in their browser the Wiki code (written in

PHP) reads the text and converts it to HTML on the fly
HTt\,11 is quite feature rich in formatting and so on, so you should be able to enter text that will be
rendered in bold, for example, and indeed you can The following is a list of things you can do in each
page to iazzll up a little!

Bold text is surrounded in a double asterisk **like this**,
Italic is encased in slashes //hke this//.

You can do both together //**like this**//

You can select existing text and press the"B"or "l'buttons {or both) when in the editor as well.

Underlined text is surrounded by pairs of underscores or by selecting it and clicking the "U" button.

--Like this--.

There is a way to get something called Code Text into a line. This is used when explaining what
commands you should type, for example, on a command line. The code text is surrounded by pairs of
single quotes "like this". lf you want to show a code listing instead, see below.

Headings are defined by a number of equals signs surrounding the text. These are best added by
clicking on the buttons at the top, marked Hl through H5.
Headings H1 and H2 will be displayed with a horizontal line beneath the heading.
Headings H1, H2 and H3 will be shown in a table of contenls on the page. This is displayed on the top
at the right side. This is not displayed if there are less than three headings (H1 through H3) on the
page.

An unordered list is easily created Each list item should be placed on a separate lineand be prefixed
by two spaces and one asterisk,

* Item one.
* Iten two.

g*'**" "'" "*;-$a
'T***-^,*--f*



You can nest lists as follows by adding another two spaces:

x Iten one.
x lten One A.
* Item One B.

x ftem two.

Each item on the rendered page will have a blob of some description {like a bullet point) as a pretix.
Should you require a numbered {ordered}list, use a hyphen instead of the asterisk:

- Item one.
- Item two.

You can nest lists as follows by adding another two spaces,

- Item one.
- ften One A.
- Iten One B.

- ften two.

ln this case, the outermost level will be numbered I, 2,3 ... while the nested lists will be in Roman
Numerals. Deeper nesting levels will use different numbering.

Tables
To create a table use the text you want in each cell with a leading and trailing 'l' as follows'

I cen one I ce11 Two I cerr rhree I

You can justify text in cells by adding two or more spaces after the leading'l'or before the trailing'l'
as follows:

I Ceff one, justified right by extra spaces on the left I Centre justified cel1 two I

Cell three, justifled left by extra trailing spaces I

The spaces are pul on the side of the text that you want the padding spaces to be added. Spaces on
the left of the text will cause padding on the left to iustify the text to the right Spaces on both sides
will centre the text in the cell.

Tables can be given headings as follows,

^ Heading one ^ Heading Two ^ Headlng Three ^

I cerr one I cell Two I cerr rhree I

Or with justifications:

^ Headlng one ^ Heading Tro ^ Heading Three ^

| rcrt I Centre I nieht I

Cells can span more than one cell 'space'as follows:

^ Heading one ^ Heading Tlro ^ Heading Three ^

I lert | | nignt I

There isn't a space between the two'l'characters by the way if there was, then an empty cell would
be drawn in the row.

Unfortunately, rows cannot be spanned in this manner



Tables can have top and side headers if desired 
'

^ Top heading one ^ Top heading Two ^ Top heading Three ^

^ teft Heading one I Centre I night 
I^ Left Heading two I Centre I Right I

^ Left Heading three I Centre I nignt I

Program Code
Program code is important. lt would be nice to see an example of each and every vector and trap
where possible. To insert program code is easy and can be done in two ways'

Leave two blanks before the text on each line.

Wrap it in , eode> and . /code> tags.

The first option is not advised as it isn't implicit enough when someone else is reading and/or editing
your text. Always wrap code in the code tags, as follows'

( eode)
start moveq #0rd0
end rts
< /code>

When typing or pasting code sections into the page, D0 NOT USE THE TAB KEY TO INDENT Use
spaces. lf you use TABs then the code looks fine in the editor but is formatted incorrectly when the
page is rendered as the TAB is removed by the HTML processing code in the browser

Summarising the rules
So, in summary lhen'

o Always use namespaces where these make sense.

o Always use a start page for each namespace. Use it as a contents page and/or introduction.

o When adding a new topic to a namespace, create a link to it on the start page.

o Always fill in the change details to say why you made a change - it helps on the Old Revisions
page

r Don't use the TAB character in code sections.

r Always play in the play ground until you know what you are doing.

o And finally for now anyway when you are editing a page, right at the very top is a paragraph of
text as follows,
"Edit the page and hit Save. See syntax for Wiki syntax. Please edil the page only if you can
improve it. lf you want to test some things, learn to make your first steps on the playground.'

The word "syntax' is a link to the Wiki software's own page on ediling syntax and the word
'playground" is a link to the main playground page, The "syntax" page should be printed off and
used as a crib list.

T

llre deadline for
the rirert issrre
is the 15th of
Errgnrst 2OO9



Steve Poole wriles (re. Music article):
How time passes quickly when you have a lot to
do At the 'QL is 25' meeting at Coventry I

managed to get a couple of short conversations
with Simon Goodwin, but barely enough to share
lhe mass of information I wished to discuss. But
these meetings are a very useful starting poinl.

Simon had written an excellent article and pro-
gram in QL Today in reply to my request in'Binary
Gamuts' for more information on music lheory.
His piece neatly dealt with the mathematical pro-
blem of how to construct music scales which are
harmonically exact, even though his program can
only play on Amigas, the QL sound generator
being inadequate. Perhaps we will see manufac-
turers producing pentatonic keyboards soon, as
the whole sphere of music composition will be-
come wide open for an entirely regenerated field
of development in terms of potential key combi-
nations and refreshingly pure harmonics. ln the
meantime, Amiga owners can experiment on his

'Mouse Organ'. No doubt the Monty Pylhon team
would be flalteredl
For my part, I have senl the latest version of the
SuperBasic music playing 'QL Tunes' to Jochen
who has promised to put it on his web'site for
readers lo down-load. lt now reproduces tempos
accurately and will allow you to type in melodies
from music scores which the QL can then pla;r

The previous version was published in QL Today
with a description of how to use it, and was, to
my knowledge the only QL music program
printed with its listing.
So for QL programmers who get stuck on some
project, remember; do not be afraid to write
about it in the magazine. You never know, some-
one may well just be waiting with a solution...
Bravo again Simon. I am sure a lot of musicians
will make exciting use of this implementation. lt
could radically change the way we are used to
hearing sound!
I

Editor's comment: IGGJ stands for George Gwilt,
tNDl for Norman Dunbar

tGGl I have only four short comments this time
on the latest article (part 23) on Assembler
Programming by Norman Dunbar

INDJ Only fourl I'm getting betterl

fGGl The first is that, once again, Norman has
taught me something. This time it is the possibi'
lity of having a zero pointer to a loose item (top
of page 37). I must confess that it seems strange
to do this. You could have a whole range of loose
items allblank. This would be very confusing. You
could of course eliminate this confusion to some
extent by having a small explanatory window
appearing after the pointer has resled on a loose
item for a certain number of ticks. Perhaps Nor-
man will tell us in a later article how this can be
done.

tNDl I'm sure I read that information in the
documentation, but of course, I don't have it to
hand at lhe moment. I have no idea why you
would ever want to have a loose item with
nothing in it, but maybe you can start a program
up like this and later on, add an object depending
one some choice the user has made perhaps. I

honestly don't know - yet! lf Norman is going to
tell you how to pop up a hint window he's going
to have lo learn for himself first!

IGGJ The second comment relates to the defini-
tion of an object for an information window {see
infoOBJs on page 35). lf the oblect is text, the
word at position 10 gives the colour of the ink to
be used to display the text. lf the object is a blob

{type 4} the word is used as a word relative poin'
ter to the pattern to be used with the blob. lf the
obiect is a pattern (type 6)the word points to the
blob lo be used wiih the pattern.lf the object is a
sprite, the word is not used. ln all cases lhe word



at position 14 points to the object itself whether
it is text, sprite, blob or pattern. Thus, for a sprite,
its pointer is at position 14, not 10 as Norman
says.

fNDi I have corrected my article accordingly
Thanks.

fGGl The third comment is about the keypress
to aclivate a loose item (see the bottom of page
36). First of all, any keypress including such
things as TAB and the arrow keys can be used.
The selection is not confined to letters and those
keypresses which are defined as 'events". How-
ever lower case letters are not allowed.

INDI At the bottom of page 36 I mention that"for
a letter the upper case letter For an event it is

the event number minus 14'. That should read
"event name minus 14" ar even better "the event
number from the table below",

fGGl The last comment deals with 'events'.

There are seven events each with its own key-
press as detailed by Norman in the lable 0n page
37. The official documentation refers to "event

number' and "event code". The event number is
the number of the bit set in the event vector
which is at position $14 in the window status
area. For the seven events listed by Norman the

corresponding bits to be set are 16 to 22. The
event code is the event number less 14. lf a

loose item is to be activated by a keypress
producing an event lhe selection keystroke must
be the event code as Norman says. I think the
headings of ihe table listing the events have got
transposed somehow lt might be clearer if they
were, from left to right, Event, Event Number Event
Code and Description.

lNDl I have looked at my article's source code
and as far as the last comment by George is

concerned, I akeady have the table in the order
George requests. However the further explana-
tion about the event number being the bit num-
ber is good and I have added that into my source
liles for future use,

Unfortunately, the table headings have been
printed incorrectly in the magazine and this is

where the problem could be. The 4 headings
should be Event Name, Event Number Event Code
and Description. The second row of headings
has been shifted right by one column

As ever my thanks to George for keeping me
honest, teaching me stuff i had either forgotten or
never knew and for continuing to read my
articles. {And also, many thanks for continuing to
update the http//qdosmsq.dunbar-it.co.uk web site )

As I use QPC every day for all sorts of things,
including my Shareware services, I need to be
able to process data from the Windows clip-
board.
By doing so, I can cut & paste addresses and
other necessary information out of emails. I mark
the required area in the email, CTRC C it and
process it in QPC ... which is easy I deal with
cases like 3, 4 or 5lines, or double-spaced lines
or address formats various people all over the
world use. The processing routine has grown
over the years and is quite complex, and not
really suitable to be published here.
Howeve[ I often find that I want to cut a single
line only and paste it into some input form, pro-
gram, or whatever in QPC.
So I thought a little hotkey which does what
CTRL V does in Windows would be very useful. I

did not spend much time thinking about it, and
here is what I produced. Maybe it is usefulto you
too:

10 sg=59311P-65T$:REMark get line
20 x=H0T--REMV( neil) :REttark letnove hotkey
30 EnT HoT_KEY( ner" s$) :REMark redefine
/r0 H0f-r0 "6rf :Rr'.Uark paste it!!

... and save it as, say wlnl-exec*pasteit-bas
You can use any character I just used one which I

do not use for other purposes.

Then define a Hotkey in your BO0T program, e.g.
100 ERT nOr-tnrucr( nvil, ilsBAsIcr' ; ilEX pasteitr )

Now, you should be able to mark a word or line

of text in a Windows program, cut or copy it with
CTRL X or CTRL C, switch into QPC and use
ALT V to paste into any line input {e g. the BASIC
INPUT Or N3AD_STRING$ Of QMENU).It CVCN gCtS

stuffed into QD.
Maybe not a very elegant way of doing it - can
you come up with a more elegant one?

'.3*-*
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I I hereby subscribe to QL lodty for 4 issues of Volume 14. The total price for all four issues is as follows,
including postage and packing (depending on destination)

Destination orice for Volume 14

Germann Netherlands & United Kingdom EUR 29.90
Rest of Europe EUR 31.90
Rest of Workl (airmail) EUR 42.90

n Please charge my credit card: I VlSa I MasterCard I Diners Club

Expiresfn-nn
Card Verification Coder []n[

I Money transfer to one of the following aecounts:

I Deu*chland: Jochen Merz, Account 493 50 431, Postbank Essen, BLZ 360 100 43

flOsterreich: Jochen Merz, Account 85055317, PSKWien,BLZ 60000

I Switzerland: Jochen Merz,Account 6G690080-4, PostFinance, Clearing-Nr. 09000

fl The Netherlands: Jochen Merz, Gironummer 3258439, Postbank NL Amsterdam

I and from all other countries in EUR with IBAN and BIC to account
Jochen Metz, Deutsche Postbank AG, IBAN: DE2l 3601 0043 0611 1004 37 I BIC: PBNKDEFF 360

fl uK customers can pay f26.60 (valid until July 2009) to
Jochen Merz, Account 83795395, Citibank UK Sort code 30-0G45
or send cheques in f - no fee for UK sterling cheques (payable to Jochen Merz or{y)l

f] Payment via Paypat Log into your paypal account and send the money (in ELIR) to paypal@J-M-Scom

Name:
Street:
Town:
City:
Country:
EMail:

Date, Signature

Please fill in and send to Jochen Merz Software, Kaiser-Wilh-Str. 302, 47169 Duisburg, Germany.
or Fan to +49 203 501517 or scan & Email to SMSQ@J-M-S.com

Natrirlich findet die Verlingerung automatisch statt ... und nattirlich auch
zum gtinstigen Fri.ih-Verlingerungs-Preis - wir wollen treue Leser nattirlich
nicht benachteiligen. Sie brauchen also nichts zu tun, alles geht
automatisch weiter - zum gtinstigen Preis!


